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Editors’ Note

For anyone accustomed to reading and researching in the field of international studies, the idea of our world rapidly shrinking due to globalization has become a familiar one. As our access to the world around us grows, we struggle to face the challenges and realize the advantages of global forces from which we can no longer choose to isolate ourselves. With this in mind, we are proud to bring you this fifth volume of the Washington College International Studies Review. The Review was created to provide a formal opportunity for undergraduate students to share their research, experiences, and interests. This year we present a wide variety of articles touching on issues that travel not only across borders but through time in order to affect us. The reader will discover how Presidential signing statements, overlooked World War II agreements, violence against women in Latin America, 16th-century political theorists, Iranian religious communities, Japanese rockets, and NGOs among the ruins of Cambodian society, all present questions which haunt us no matter how far removed we are from them in distance or in time. This volume of the Review also continues our “Notes from Abroad” feature, which allows current students and alumni to share personal narratives of international experience. We encourage alumni to continue to contribute their extraordinary stories, and sincerely thank those who submitted to this year’s “Notes from Abroad.”

Of course, a shrinking globe affects more than the topics of our submissions. This year we have continued our policy of accepting submissions from our abroad partners at Rhodes University in South Africa, Lingnan University in Hong Kong, and Royal Holloway College, University of London and University of Hull in the United Kingdom. We hope to be able to publish works from these partners in the near future.

We would like to thank Dr. Tahir Shad, Director of the International Studies program and Curator of the Louis L. Goldstein program in Public Affairs, Dr. Austin Lobo, Curator of the Douglass
Cater Society of Junior Fellows, and Kevin Coveney, Vice President for Admissions, for their financial support. We are also grateful to Diane Landskroener for her excellent production design. Finally, we would like to thank everyone who submitted entries for consideration. Without your willingness and enthusiasm, the *Washington College International Studies Review* would not be possible.

Brian Taylor, ’08, Editor
Kimberly Proctor, ’08, Associate Editor
Tricia Bonman, ’09, Junior Editor
Piper Owens, ’10, Junior Editor
Christine J. Wade, Ph.D., Editor-in-Chief
Latin America, while vastly physically and culturally diverse, is a region widely characterized by a tradition of violence. Violence, especially for political purposes, is not abnormal for the region, and tales of conquest, civil war and intrastate terror plague its history. Yet, analysis of this violent history typically overlooks the gendered nature of armed conflict, and the unique stories of women are often missing from its pages. In order to formulate a holistic understanding of political violence, one must examine the structural nature in which political violence is used to specifically target women, both on the individual level and in regard to the woman’s place within the social hierarchy. Using the cases of Guatemala, El Salvador, Argentina and Chile, it is the purpose of this article to examine both the direct and indirect ways in which women suffer from political violence, and how this phenomenon simultaneously reinforces and undermines women’s agency as political actors.
Theoretical Considerations

Studies of conflict in Latin America have shown a significant lack of gender analysis, yet it is known that armed conflict and political violence affect men and women in sharply different ways. There are specific dangers and disadvantages that affect women, and a gender perspective recognizes that the experiences of men and women during conflicts are framed by the established gender roles within a society.\(^1\) In Latin America, gender is often based upon the two distinct, yet intertwined, cultures of *machismo* and *marianismo*. *Machismo*, or the male culture, stresses masculinized power, aggression, patriarchy, paternalism, and sexual prowess, while *marianismo*, which is based upon the cult of the Virgin Mary, stresses chastity, nurturing womanhood, subservience, and the elevated role of mother and wife.\(^2\) *Marianismo* rules out symmetrical relationships between men and women, as it encourages women to construct notions of femininity that are passive and deem service to the husband and family as elevated above service to self. Violence in Latin America is rooted in this culture- as there is a considerable amount of tolerance for violence against women and children, which leads to incredibly strong emotional repercussions.\(^3\) This puts women at a strong political and social disadvantage: not only are they denied public space and culturally trained to be subservient, but they are also the victims of social injustice and left with few avenues to address their problems.

Stereotyping women as ‘victims’ and men as ‘perpetrators’, however, is unrealistically simplified. Both men and women are dynamic actors, with a multitude of social experiences that shape their ability to process and cope with such events. Agency is the recognition of the individual actor’s ability to process these social experiences; it is the acknowledgment that social actors are “knowledgeable” and “capable.”\(^4\) Thus, a gender analysis of women’s agency acknowledges that women’s experiences as political actors are not singular or static, and that “multiple realities,”\(^5\) such as gender, class, cultural norms and location, all contribute to the construction of identity. This constructed identity affects how the individual actor copes within a given situation. In analyzing the agency of Latin American women, understanding the gendered power relations of
*marianismo* and *machismo* is integral in providing a framework from which to understand women’s experiences as actors.

There is a link between agency and armed conflict and political violence. Both armed conflict, which is the violent pursuit of incompatible goals by various societal actors,⁶ and political violence, which is a politically motivated intentional or half-intentional act of physical violation,⁷ threaten actors’ agency. In Latin America, from a gender perspective, physical violence is systematically designed and implemented during periods of armed conflict, based on culturally appropriate constructs of gender, to assault women’s physical and psychological integrity while constantly embodying the power imbalances inherent to a patriarchal society.⁸ This entails that men and women experience periods of armed conflict differently, as a reflection of their socially constructed identities. A thorough analysis of these experiences is necessary in order to reinstate women’s agency.

The case studies of Guatemala, El Salvador, Argentina and Chile were chosen to analyze this assault because, comparatively, they serve as representative case studies of the Latin American region: they are representative of both intrastate terror (Argentina and Chile) and civil war (Guatemala and El Salvador), Central America and the Southern Cone, as well as forms of racially motivated violence and genocide. The primary basis of this analysis stems from information contained in individual truth and reconciliation reports from the four countries. Truth and reconciliation reports are the official reports of truth and reconciliation commissions, which are “official bodies set up to investigate and report on a pattern of past human rights abuses.”⁹ These reports were chosen because, while their aim is to clarify the “truth” of the past, this truth is often selective, and they lack an adequate gender analysis. In failing to clarify women’s truths as actors, they too contribute to the undermining of women’s agency, and unless a gender analysis is performed, truth and reconciliation will continue to exist solely for the few.

**Women as Indirect Victims of Political Violence**

Within the framework of *machismo* and *marianismo*, women are confined to the domestic realm. This means that they are re-
sponsible for the daily operations of the home and family life; thus, women are in charge of ensuring that everything within the home functions smoothly and properly. Their primary responsibilities include feeding and clothing the family, managing finances, and child rearing and raising. Because their role within the home defines their social status and personal worth, when the home is destroyed, an integral part of a woman’s womanhood is lost. Regardless of whether armed conflict ever physically or directly assaults women, when homes are broken into, families destroyed, personal belongings raided, or children kidnapped and disappeared, the invasion is a direct assault on the woman’s domain. Women’s indirect suffering most commonly manifests itself in terms of economic loss, effects on children and family life and an assault on women’s supportive role.

**Economic Loss**

In these countries, economic loss not only affected women in the sense that it hindered their ability to manage family finances; it also affected their economic future in that the death or disappearance of a family member diminished earning power. In poor families, the death or disappearance of a family member had the ability to determine an entire family’s survival. This, in turn, inhibited women from fulfilling another one of their culturally designated tasks—providing for their children. A Guatemalan woman described the suffering of this economic loss:

They killed my husband. And from then on, I suffered like a little girl. I couldn’t manage money, or work, or support my family. You see, the life of a woman among men is hard; and the life of a woman alone with her children is worse yet. They left me like a bird on a dead branch.

In El Salvador, the civil war so disrupted families that today almost 38 percent of all households are headed by women, and it is women who have been fighting the subsequent economic war for survival.

As women are confined to the domestic realm, men are those
primarily responsible for engaging in warfare. Thus, males are those most commonly killed in civil war or by disappearance. This further exacerbates the problem because not only is the primary breadwinner deceased, but he is also typically killed at an age when he has not yet started, or has only just started, contributing monetarily to the family. For example, in Argentina, students constituted 21 percent of the disappeared, 97 percent of whom were males. In Chile, males were a similar 94.5 percent of those disappeared and executed. A spouse of one such person related the suffering of her family due to her husband’s death. She stated, “His wife and children, we underwent poverty and deficiencies of every type, economic and of health.” This information demonstrates a regional trend— that a staggering amount of women lost their male family members, who were their only source of income. Often, this forced them to compete in the public sphere for income, a task for which they were largely unprepared.

In addition to losing family within the home, the actual home itself was destroyed in many cases. This destruction of the home, often in conjunction with destruction of the entire community, rendered it impossible for women to manage their households. Forced displacement adversely affects women and children, who constitute 90 percent of the displaced. The destruction of their homes left women to fend for their children without the physical protection of a home, while also suffering from the lost of their male protector. In Guatemala, one million people (predominantly women and children) were forcibly displaced, and another 400,000 were forced into exile. In El Salvador over 30 percent of the entire population was displaced. In countries such as Argentina and Chile, where the home was invaded for the purpose of kidnapping and forced disappearance, the woman’s realm of domesticity was assaulted and forever transformed, because it demonstrated women’s inability to protect their families, and changed the home from a place of shelter to a scene of violence.

Cultural Loss

First and foremost, Latin American women suffer socially when they lose their spouse. In a culture that defines women in terms
of their husbands, being a single woman is simply unacceptable; when women lose their husbands, they also lose their social status. Although men suffered most of the casualties between warring factions, women suffered indirectly because of the social status they lost in losing their husbands. With this said, it is important to note that in periods of armed conflict, political violence often manifests itself much more sinisterly in terms of women. In Latin America, political violence targeted indigenous women as cultural symbols in acts of genocide.

The most startling example of this is in Guatemala. Both the REHMI (Recovery of the Historical Memory) Report and the CEH (Commission for Historical Clarification) Report reported that the Guatemalan military committed acts of genocide against the country’s Mayan populations. Women were often the specific targets of cultural genocide due to their responsibility for passing the Mayan culture onto their children. They are central to its continuity, serving as cultural emblems and being celebrated as sites of tradition.19 Evidence of mutilated women’s bodies and the murders of pregnant women demonstrate that the Guatemalan military sought to manipulate the entire Mayan community through the bodies of women. One Mayan man explained, “Women definitely are a symbol, the symbol of life, of the perpetuation of life. In other words, to kill a woman is to kill life.”20 In addition to this, the military’s scorched earth policy sought to destroy nature, or ‘Mother Earth,’ which has a profound significance linked to the collective identities of the Mayans.21

Effects on Children and Family Life

Armed conflict in Latin America led to the breakdown of basic family life, which is the domain of the woman. The disappearance, enlistment, and death of family members eroded basic familial relations and left women without even basic control over their families. In Guatemala and El Salvador, this is starkly evident in the number of village massacres. In Guatemala, as Mayans were viewed as the collective enemies of the state, many Mayan villages were massacred. In addition to this, military persecution forced civilians to constantly be on the run, and this shredded the social fabric while
weakening families and cultural ties. In particular, women became defenseless and could no longer protect themselves or their children.

El Salvador is notorious for the atrocious massacres of its civilians, particularly the El Mozote massacre. In *From Madness to Hope*, the El Mozote massacre is used as a representative case study of the larger systematic extermination of the family unit. In El Mozote, families were rounded up, separated by gender and age, and systematically slaughtered. Women, congregated with their children, were forced to listen as their husbands were murdered. In most of these massacres, entire families were destroyed, and many were tortured and killed as their community watched. One account from El Salvador detailed the ability of the women involved in the El Mozote massacre to hear their young daughters (some as young as ten years old) being raped, and then being forced to listen to the soldiers “talking and joking, saying how much they liked the twelve-year-olds.”

Additionally, threats to the family also accompanied the torture of women. Salvadoran human rights activist, María Teresa Tula, described the difficulties she felt as a woman responsible for her family when she stated:

> After they administer all of these psychological tortures, you get to a difficult point. They tell you that they are going to kill your whole family. They told me that they had my sister and my children and they were going to kill them all. When they tell you that, you prefer that they kill you instead.

There are also numerous cases of women who were forced to watch the torture of their children as a form of indirect torture. *Nunca Más* details several accounts of families tortured together and the use of children to target women. One account states:

> After beating my wife, they took the youngest child and held her upside down by the feet and hit her, saying to the mother, ‘If you don’t talk we will kill her.’ The children were crying and it was extremely frightening. The mother shouted and implored them
not to hurt the child. Then they decided to do the submarino
torture on my wife in front of the children.24

The military used this type of torture as a systematic assault on
women. They knew that as protectors of the home, and those re-
sponsible for the well-being of children, witnessing the torture of
their children would be particularly painful for women.

Women’s Supportive Role

One interview from REHMI stated, “I believe that there was
an intentionality in the way women were treated, a policy to harm
women and communities. . . I feel that women bore the brunt of a
lot of it, as mothers, as women, even because of their husband’s at-
titudes. . . There were things designed just for women – for families-
because women are the ones who preserved the family and care for
others.”25 Women were obviously expected to assume the burdens
of other family members, both physically and psychologically. In
the case of a deceased or injured spouse, they were forced to as-
sume responsibility and silently find a way to provide for their fam-
ily. In psychological terms, women had to remain mentally strong
for their children, especially in terms of village massacres, as they
were forced to comfort their children as they listened to their fam-
ily members being slaughtered. In many of these instances, women
led the search for their children in the face of brutal repression.
They were the only people petitioning the police, the military, and
the courts; they assumed the burden of locating their children and
finding justice for them. And finally, even in the testimonial process,
women put the needs of others above their own. In most places
where torturers have done their worst, women have constituted the
majority of testifiers, but they seldom speak of their own experi-
ences.26

Direct Victims

While women overwhelmingly constitute those indirectly affect-
ed by armed conflict, they also represent a large number of those
directly affected. Women as direct victims of armed conflict suffered
directly in both physical and psychological ways. Physically, wom-
en were tortured, raped and denied medical care. Psychologically, political violence threatened women’s identity by targeting women as mothers, turning them into sexual objects and threatening them with sexual abuse. The processes of direct and indirect violations were constructed in such a manner so as to destroy the independent agency of women.

**Physical Torture**

According to Jean Franco, there is a distinct feminized torture experience, in which the threat men face while tortured is namely an attack on their manhood, while the threat women face is much more sadistic and sexualized in its roots. While the pain stemming from this torture is genderless, it is applied in a gendered fashion. Torturers used torture tactics to reaffirm their manhood over their victims, often performing torture under macho aliases to reinforce their manliness. This physical attack forced male prisoners to live as women for the first time, as they were constantly aware of their bodies and ridiculed, and they were forced to find comfort in mundane activities such as talking to friends. Women on the other hand, bore the brunt of the brutal and sadistic fantasies of their guards, thus, transforming the torture of women into something uniquely feminized.

Physical torture took many forms throughout Latin American during the periods of armed conflict, and these reports detail this with great specificity. Some of the most prominent forms were: *submarino/dry submarino* treatment (submerging someone’s head under water, a plastic bag or fecal matter to the brink of asphyxiation), placing someone on the ‘grill’ (a large metal table, usually equipped for electric currents), placing electrodes on sensitive areas of the body (typically the genitals, gums or forcing prisoners to swallow them), being skinned alive or buried alive, subjecting people to brutal beatings referred to as “softening up,” distorting spatial awareness, being subjected to constant blindfolding which often led to conjunctivitis (the infestation of the conjunctive by maggots), and systematic rape (both by humans, electric devices, and in some more extreme cases, dogs). The purpose of this torture was to produce pain, which in turn became an emblem of the regime’s
strength and power.\textsuperscript{30} This, in turn, reinforced the patriarchic paradigm, and reminded women of their proper and subordinate place in society.

While both men and women systematically suffered from these types of brutal torture, and neither of their experiences can be diminished, women’s torture took a distinctly sexualized form. One testimony from \textit{Nunca Más} further demonstrates this point. It reads:

\begin{quote}
Women were interrogated in the same manner. They were stripped naked, laid down on the bed, and the torture session would begin. With women, they would insert the wire in the vagina and then apply it to the breasts, which caused great pain. Many of them would menstruate mid-torture.\textsuperscript{31}
\end{quote}

This demonstrates that not only did women face the same interrogation and torture methods as men, but that there was also a uniquely gendered form of sexual assault added to the repertoire to further humiliate and degrade women.

\textbf{Rape}

Rape is a torture tactic designed to deny women of their physical agency; because as women are systematically raped, power is exerted over them, and they are denied of ownership of their bodies. Rape reinforced the weakness of women while exalting the power of men over their victims, and it used women’s bodies against them. That the armed forces utilized rape as a war tactic is evident in reports from each country. In Guatemala, some reports detail that the raping of women in the Quiche Province was so widespread that nearly every single woman between eleven and fifteen years was subject to sexual assault at the hands of the military.\textsuperscript{32} The CEH report states that 99.1 percent\textsuperscript{33} of those who suffered from sexual abuse were female, while the Valech Report from Chile makes similar claims.\textsuperscript{34} One testimony from the REHMI Report demonstrates the brutality of this. It reads: “\textit{All the soldiers left their packs and dragged her like a dog to the riverbanks. They raped and killed her.}”\textsuperscript{35} In Argentina, the military used especially perverse tactics to attack women’s bodies. An example of this is a form of torture
called the rectoscope. The rectoscope worked by inserting a tube inside a woman’s anus or vagina, and then placing a rat or rodent inside the tube so that it could eat through the woman’s internal organs.\textsuperscript{36}

In Chile, women were often raped in front of their spouses or family members to further shame them. There are numerous testimonies in the Valech Report which demonstrate the obtrusive and systematic nature of Chilean rape scenes. The testimony of a female prisoner clearly demonstrates this:

In the Police Station, I suffered violation by bottles, genital injuries, blows to the head. . . By violation of the torturers I was pregnant and I had an abortion in jail. I underwent electric shocks, suspension, “pau-arara,” submarinos, mock executions, and cigarette burns. They forced me to take drugs, I underwent sexual violation and harassment with dogs, and the introduction of live rats in the vagina and all the rest of my body. They forced me to have sexual relations with my father and brother who were detained.\textsuperscript{37}

It is obvious that rape was a war tactic, a signal of military victory and a method to reinforce the \textit{machista} cultural that stressed the power and authority of masculinity.

Systematic rape and sexual abuse were also methods used to transfer women’s personal assets into the hands of men.\textsuperscript{38} This is largely because women’s assets reside in their productive and reproductive labor, or in their access to land or livestock. This was particularly destructive in Guatemala and El Salvador, where a majority of the massacres took place in rural areas, and where destruction of peasant land was a systematic military policy. Armed actors used rape to control women’s productive labor by forcing them into sexual enslavement, or abducting them to serve as cooks, cleaners, tailors or launderers. In regard to targeting women’s reproductive capacity, it is no coincidence that specific age group was targeted. While there are cases of menopausal or post-menopausal rapes, the highest incidences of rape occurred against pre-pubescent women and women of childbearing age.\textsuperscript{39} Not only does this often destroy
the raped woman’s capacity to bare children, it also typically makes her an unsuitable partner within her community due to marianismo’s emphasis on sexual purity.

**Withholding of Medical Care**

While most prisoners, both male and female, were denied medical care after torture sessions, the withholding of medical care took uniquely gender specific forms during armed conflict. This is namely because of the prevalence of rape and forced pregnancy. Rape was a specific military tactic used to demonstrate victory; thus, leaving women to die, raped and bloody, conveyed a specific military message. Mark Danner’s *The Massacre at El Mozote* provides evidence of this in that the Salvadoran military left women’s genitals, “torn and bloody, bespeaking repeated rape.”40 Testimony from Chile reiterates the intentional destruction of women’s wombs: “They had to extirpate the uterus and the ovaries because of internal bleeding.”41 Another Chilean woman testified: “Neither of my two daughters has been able to have children after what they did to them during the raid on our house.”42 Images such as these were intended to demonstrate to others that the armed forces were willing to conquer the population with such a totality that even the empty womb was defenseless against them.

An even more specific form of the withholding of medical care occurred in Argentina. In Argentina, the military implemented a strategy to disappear women, allow them to live long enough to carry their pregnancies to term, execute them, and then finally distribute their children among military families. These women were not only subjected to torture while pregnant, they were also forced to give birth without medical care and while imprisoned. A testimony in *Nunca Más* conveys the brutality of this process:

> Finally, after twelve hours, she was taken to the prison kitchen and put on a dirty table, blindfolded, and in front of all the guards, she had her child, assisted by a so-called doctor who did nothing except shout at her while the others laughed.43

There is also evidence in other TRCs that conveys the destruction
of unborn children. In *From Madness to Hope*, the details of the destruction of a pregnant woman’s womb during the El Mozote massacre is representative of a policy employed throughout the country. Thus, it appears that the armed forces wanted pregnant women to be denied medical care, as this would serve as a glaring signal of power and victory for the rest of the population.

**Psychological Torture**

As with physical torture, psychological torture manifested itself in many forms, both for males and females. In general, the types of psychological torture included: isolation, space and time disorientation, exhaustion, threats, stress from rape, torture and rape of family members in front of one another, burying prisoners alive, and mock executions. Psychological torture’s main focus was to disintegrate the victim’s psychological defense mechanisms. One Argentine prisoner describes it as:

>The most vivid and terrifying memory I have of all that time was of always living with death. I felt it was impossible to think. I desperately tried to summon up a thought in order to convince myself that I wasn’t dead. That I wasn’t mad. At the same time, I wished with all my heart that they would kill me as soon as possible.

As with physical torture, psychological torture affected both men and women. But the methods of psychological torture were specifically designed to target and undermine women in their traditional gender roles. This is because traumatic experience undermines the foundations that form one’s place in the world, and for women, psychological torture undermined their foundation as wife, mother and defender of the family.

**Attack on Women’s Identity as Mothers**

The foremost form of the psychological torture of women was its attack on women’s identity, particularly as mothers. When armed forces invaded the home or community, they invaded the woman’s domain. Often, armed forces showed extreme cruelty towards chil-
dren as a way to target the woman as mother, as it was her duty to protect them. They would torture children and even babies, so that women began to associate motherhood and pregnancy with negative emotions and fear. As the culture of marianismo exalts motherhood, this created a vast amount of confusion and conflicting feelings within women.

Details of the harassment of infants are particularly troubling. The armed forces’ strategies demonstrate a clear pattern to obliterate women as the source of life, and redefine this ability as subversion. The REHMI Report offers many striking examples, such as:

The women who were pregnant. One of them was in her eighth month and they cut her belly, and they took out the little one, and they tossed it around like a ball. Then they cut off one breast, and they left it hanging in a tree. 48

Murdering a pregnant woman, and destroying her fetus in front of the other women, was a deliberate attack against other pregnant women, meant to distress them and threaten their motherhood. As detailed above, the abduction of pregnant women and the theft of their infants was one of the ultimate forms of this type assault on women’s identity. In losing the ability to protect their children or fetuses, women lost their place within their culture.

Turning Women into Sexual Objects

Another form of distinctly gendered political violence was the transformation of women from their traditional culturally pure form into shameful sexual objects. The rape of women left severe psychological impact and transformed the traditional notions of womanhood in Latin America. Women were often abandoned by their husbands and families after returning home to their communities, which served as another source of shame. Or, in many cases, they were forced to exchange sex for freedom. A testimony from Nunca Más illustrates this: “He offered to save my life if in exchange I would agree to have sexual relations with him. I agreed to his proposal, in the hope of saving my life and of having the blindfold removed.” 49

A Guatemalan women, who was gang raped,
summarized how humiliating the sexual violence was. She stated: “Each time I started to come around, I saw a different man on top of me. And I remember when I could no longer feel that someone was with me. I was in a pool of urine, semen, I guess blood too. It was truly humiliating, incredibly humiliating.”

In Chile, this form of torture was specifically used to make it impossible for women to relate to the body, the world, or other people. The purpose of turning women into sexual objects was so that they felt as if they were accomplices in what were often ambiguous sexual situations. In Latin America, this took a uniquely cultural form, as this form of psychological torture linked aggression and violence with sex. Thus, women who were supposed to function in society as sexually pure and chaste were forever marred by a psychological perception of sex as violent and aggressive. Victims are often plagued by flashbacks of the rape scenes, and many suffer from sexual dysfunction, linking female sexuality to shame.

**Conclusion**

In times of armed conflict, when societies are riddled with political violence, all people suffer. Citizens are killed and disappeared and lose land or family members. But women suffer, and are targeted by armed actors, in specific, culturally appropriate manners. The effect of this is that women’s agency as cultural actors is destroyed, along with their identity. The values that their culture exalts them for are attacked, while their place as a subordinate actor is reinforced. This creates a confusing and problematic state for women, who lose their niche in society and are often without institutional support or adequate protection. Perhaps the worst ramification is the shame that plagues the female populace after a period of armed conflict. When men die in battle, their status rises to that of hero. A Chilean woman, in her testimony, displayed her pride in this when she said, “I want to be able to shout out proudly to the world that my father died for his ideas.” However, when women are killed, they are cast down as doubly subversive for defying both cultural norms and the state. In their silent suffering, both directly and indirectly, women are denied their voice, and only in a thorough analysis of this voice, can their agency as actors be reclaimed.
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In recent years, President Bush has sparked controversy by issuing “signing statements” on many new laws, declaring his authority to set aside said laws when they conflict with his interpretation of the Constitution. Though previous presidents have used signing statements for similar purposes, President Bush has expanded the scope, character, and usage of these statements. Critics have argued that these statements run “contrary to the rule of law and our constitutional separation of powers.”

Earlier presidents used such statements to announce their interpretation of legislation they were signing into law. For example, on May 30, 1830, President Andrew Jackson issued a signing statement stating that he would interpret a law appropriating money for the construction of a road from Detroit to Chicago “with the understanding that the road...is not to be extended beyond the limits of the said territory.” Modern Presidents have also used these statements to declare entire sections of laws to be unconstitutional and unenforceable. For example, in 1971 President Nixon signed a defense appropriations bill, but objected to a provision in it that
set a final date for the withdrawal of U.S. forces from Indochina as being “without force or effect.” President Ford objected to provisions in a defense appropriations bill that required congressional approval as a prerequisite for the obligation of certain funds. More recently, President Clinton refused to abide by a provision of the 1996 Defense Authorization Act that required the discharge of HIV positive service members. Congress later repealed this provision, so the signing statement never actually had an impact.

From George Washington’s election in 1789 to the year 2000, presidents produced signing statements containing fewer than 600 challenges to the bills they signed. President George W. Bush, however, has made at least 800 such challenges within his first seven years in office. President Bush has greatly expanded their usage, scope, and character, which has sparked political controversy regarding not just the number of challenges he has issued, but the ways in which these signing statements have been used, particularly regarding issues related to President Bush’s “War on Terror.” When defending these statements, Bush has often invoked the unitary executive theory, a relatively new legal doctrine supporting a powerful presidency. The theory is based on parts of the Constitution vesting the President with the “executive power.” For Bush, this legal argument is essential in justifying not only the use of these statements, but their content.

This article examines Bush’s use of signing statements by first considering the historical and legal background that led to the use of the statements themselves. In order to determine which statements have had the greatest impact in expanding presidential power, the statements have been grouped by their relationship to both the unitary executive theory and Bush’s “War on Terror.” The paper finds that the unitary executive theory allowed the president to make broad assertions about presidential power in matters of national security.

The New Imperial Presidency

Over the past seven years, the Bush Administration has sought to expand the power of the Presidency. According to Jack Goldsmith, a former official within the Bush Administration, Vice President
Cheney and his top aide David Addington had intended to reverse Congress’s “intrusions” on “unitary executive power” long before the September 11, 2001 attacks. He also noted that Addington and Cheney hold extraordinary influence in the White House. Cheney, having served during the Nixon and Ford Presidencies, was displeased with the political consequences of the Watergate scandal. In the early 1970s, Congress imposed restraints, including the 1973 War Powers Act, on the President and his executive authority. In a 2002 interview with Cokie Roberts on ABC’s This Week, Cheney referred to such restraints as “unwise compromises” that resulted in “a constant, steady erosion of the prerogatives and power of the president.” Cheney, along with other conservatives, had set out to restore the Presidency to what he believed was a more proper role in American government. “Restore power & auth to exec branch – need strong ldr’ship. Get rid of War Powers Act – restore independent rights,” urged Cheney in a November 1980 handwritten note to James Baker, who was about to become President Reagan’s Chief of Staff.

President George W. Bush himself expressed his support for greater presidential power upon election. At the beginning of Bush’s first term, associate counsel Bob Berenson was told by Alberto Gonzalez, then head White House legal counsel, that he was instructed by Bush “to make sure that he left the Presidency in better shape than he found it.” The Bush Administration’s lawyers were thereby instructed to seize any opportunity to expand the president’s power. “Well before 9/11, it was a central part of the administration’s overall institutional agenda to strengthen the Presidency as a whole,” Berenson concluded. In addition, Bush repeatedly made statements indicating his agreement with Cheney’s views about executive power. “I have an obligation to make sure that the Presidency remains robust. I’m not going to let Congress erode the power of the executive branch,” he noted in 2002.

President Bush’s repeated use of signing statements reflects his support for a stronger presidency. Both his rhetoric and actions suggest that his Administration views Congress and the President as two entirely separate institutions with few overlapping roles and responsibilities. Since, according to this interpretation, the Presi-
dent is an independent and unitary political actor with his own prerogatives, it is unconstitutional for Congress to interfere with or regulate the conduct of his executive branch. For example, a signing statement issued on October 28, 2004 cites the “separate powers of the Congress to legislate, and the President to execute the laws.”

The Birth of the Unitary Executive Theory

Bush and Cheney’s support for the expansion of presidential power was the result of an earlier movement built by a circle of conservative lawyers who favored this agenda. The development of their views should be seen as a conservative reaction to the post-Watergate reforms of the 1970s. This movement manifested itself during the years of the Reagan Administration, when a conservative president sought unilateral methods of circumventing a liberal Congress. Young conservative lawyers developed an organization known as “The Federalist Society.” Many of the group’s members had worked in the Nixon and Ford Administrations, and many were hired to work in Reagan’s Justice Department under Attorney General Edwin Meese III. There they began developing new legal theories to advance the President’s policy goals. A 1986 internal report disseminated within the Justice Department noted that such conservative activists were “finding separation of powers frustrating because it is sometimes an obstacle to the conservative political agenda.” It added that these conservatives were inclined to “make an exception to their usual respect for separation of powers and advocate a very strong President – primarily for the practical reason that an activist conservative currently sits in the White House, and they fear he may be the last.”

These lawyers soon developed a new constitutional doctrine known as the “unitary executive,” a legal argument granting sweeping constitutional and policy prerogatives to the President. In the words of Kelley (2005), the “unitary executive” theory is based on the power of the president to “resist encroachments on the prerogatives of his office” and to “control the executive branch.” The theory found one of its strongest advocates in young Federalist Society lawyer Samuel A. Alito Jr., now a Bush-appointed Supreme Court Justice. In 1986, Alito, then a Deputy Assistant Attorney
General in the Reagan Administration, wrote a memo recommending that President Reagan use signing statements on a regular basis. The memo broke with previous precedents about presidential signing statements in urging President Reagan to use the statements as “legislative history” for courts to interpret.26

Traditionally, signing statements had been used for a variety of purposes. They often explained to the public the likely effects of a bill’s adoption, explained to subordinate officers within the Executive Branch how to interpret the legislation, and informed Congress and the public that the Executive Branch believed that a particular provision would be unconstitutional and would not be enforced.27 Alito, however, advised the President to move beyond these precedents. “Our primary objective,” Alito wrote, “is to ensure that presidential signing statements assume their rightful place in the interpretation of legislation.” He continued, arguing that “the President’s understanding of the bill should be just as important as that of Congress.”28 Therefore, Alito wrote, presidents should issue “interpretive” signing statements in order to “increase the power of the executive to shape the law” and to “curb some of the prevalent abuses of legislative history.”

Alito only cautiously recommended that President Reagan begin issuing interpretative signing statements. “As an introductory step, our interpretative signing statements should be of moderate size and scope...,” he wrote, adding that, “the first step will be to convince the courts that Presidential signing statements are valuable interpretative tools.”29 Although Alito’s memo encouraging the use of signing statements as “legislative history” would largely fail, it nonetheless served as a philosophical basis for the Bush Administration’s expansive use of presidential signing statements. Alito’s argument for a stronger president was a source of inspiration for the “presidentialists” within the Bush Administration.

Steven G. Calabresi, an influential Federalist Society lawyer who served in the Reagan-Meese Justice Department, wrote an article entitled The Structural Constitution: Unitary Executive, Plural Judiciary. As one of the fathers of the “unitary executive theory,” Calabresi’s views, as expressed in this article, describe the logical reasoning behind the unitary executive theory.30 Calabresi argues
that the Constitution itself bestows the president with the powers of a Unitary Executive. This logic is based on the Vesting Clause of Article II, which reads “The executive Power shall be vested in a President of the United States of America.” Since the vesting of power in the president places all executive power in his hands, the clause thereby creates a hierarchical, unitary executive department under direct control of the President.31

Therefore, the Vesting Clause gives the president the authority to supervise and control all subordinate officials that execute existing constitutional and statutory provisions. Moreover, the president possesses “all of the executive power” and can “direct, control and supervise” inferior offices or agencies who seek to exercise discretionary executive power.32 The legal theory renders unconstitutional independent agencies, such as the Social Security Administration, because they exercise power belonging solely to the President.33 In sum, Calabresi advocated that the federal bureaucracy be placed under the exclusive control of the president himself. In his opinion, “all federal officers exercising executive power must be subject to the direct control of the President.” Congress has no authority in such a case; it cannot “deprive the President of his constitutional power to control the department.”34

Constitutional scholar Sakrishna Bangalore Prakash cites the Constitution’s “Take Care Clause” to argue that the Framers intended the President to be a “Chief Administrator.”35 According to this theory, because the President himself is to be charged with executing federal law, other executive branch officials must therefore submit to his orders and wishes. The proponents of the theory cite the Constitution’s Article II, Section 3, Take Care Clause, which requires the President to “take Care that the Laws be faithfully executed.”36 Although lower level officials may assist him in these tasks, they are ultimately working at his command. At any time the President may overrule or even dismiss them. Furthermore, the theory holds that there is no constitutional basis for independent and administrative agencies that execute federal law without presidential control and supervision.37 The President alone has the constitutional responsibility to execute federal law. The establishment of
independent agencies conflicts with the Constitution, as these agencies constitute an illegitimate “fourth branch” of government.\(^{38}\)

The unitary executive theory was tested in a 1988 Supreme Court case known as *Morrison v. Olson*. The case involved a dispute between the Environmental Protection Agency and the Justice Department.\(^ {39}\) An independent counsel was appointed to investigate possible abuses of power by the Reagan administration. The executive branch rejected the counsel’s request for documents. Instead, the administration, invoking the unitary executive theory, questioned the constitutionality of the counsel itself, calling it a “fourth branch” of government, and demanded its removal. Subsequently, the Supreme Court rejected the unitary executive theory and upheld the independent counsel.\(^ {40}\)

Justice Antonin Scalia rejected the decision and wrote a legal opinion advocating the administration’s position. In a lone dissent, he argued that the Constitution gives the President control over “all exercises of executive power.”\(^ {41}\) Therefore, he reasoned, the President must also have the authority to remove independent counsels. Scalia supported an “unlimited presidential removal power” over independent counsels.\(^ {42}\) Other legal scholars such as John C. Yoo extended the unitary executive theory to the President’s war powers. In 1996, Yoo argued that the Framers created a “unitary, independent executive” in the form of the presidency.\(^ {43}\) In his opinion, the Framers wanted the president to have “energy and independence” in war.\(^ {44}\) Yoo argued that the Framers constructed a constitutional framework designed to “encourage presidential initiative in war.”\(^ {45}\) In terms of its constitutional authority, Congress can only express its opposition to executive war decisions by exercising its powers over “funding and impeachment.”\(^ {46}\) Therefore, the “declare war” clause actually does not vest Congress with the power to initiate war. The President alone has the prerogative to make decisions about military deployments and war-making policy.

In Yoo’s opinion, the war making powers of the president were crafted by the Framers to ensure a “unity in purpose and energy in action.” Indeed, Yoo wrote that the Framers intended for *all* federal power to “be given to the President.”\(^ {47}\) He, like many other unitary
executive theorists, invoked Alexander Hamilton’s *Federalist Paper* No. 70:

Decision, activity, secrecy and dispatch will generally characterize the proceedings of one man in a much more eminent degree than the proceedings of any greater number...Energy in the executive is a leading character in the definition of good government. It is essential to the protection of the community against foreign attacks.

Yoo claimed that Hamilton advocated the centralization of power in the hands of the President. “A unitary executive,” Yoo wrote, “can evaluate threats, consider policy choices, and mobilize national resources with the speed and energy that is far superior to any other branch.” Yoo would later become a prominent and influential lawyer within the Bush Administration, authoring legal opinions favoring stronger presidential powers.

In sum, the “unitary executive theory” protects the executive from congressional encroachment and establishes a hierarchical and corporate-like environment within the executive branch. The unitary executive theory defends the executive branch from Congressional and legislative interference. It also rejects the notion that Congress can regulate or constrain presidential behavior; it views the legislative and executive branches of government as entirely separate institutions.

**Signing Statements and Unitary Executive Theory**

The unitary executive theory provides a logical and constitutional basis for the use of presidential signing statements. Since the unitary executive theory holds that the Vesting Clause places all executive power in the hands of one president, it naturally follows that all other executive branch officials who exercise executive power must do so by the implicit delegation of the president. Furthermore, Calabresi and Lev (2006) argue that signing statements give the president the instrument he needs to provide guidelines to his subordinates within the executive branch. With these instructions
in mind, executive branch officials can understand the ways they must carry out and execute the law. Executive branch officials need these orders to understand the proper way of interpreting legislation approved by Congress. Calabresi and Lev argue that signing statements can be used to direct or order executive officials and are vital to making the executive branch function in practice the way the Constitution says it should.

The Constitution’s “Take Care” Clause also serves as a basis for presidential signing statements. Since the “Take Care” Clause implies that the president alone is responsible for taking care that the laws are executed properly, subordinate officials ultimately possess no discretion independent of the president. Thus, the president may need to craft signing statements detailing the ways in which his officials must interpret and execute the law.

The Bush Administration’s use of the unitary executive theory to justify its signing statements has met with a torrent of criticism in recent years. A 2006 report by the American Bar Association (ABA) denounced presidential signing statements as “unconstitutional,” arguing that the President must either sign and enforce a bill or reject and veto it. Additionally, Senator Arlen Specter (R-PA) and Representative Carol Shea-Porter (D-NH) introduced the Presidential Signing Statements Act of 2007. The bill would prohibit courts from relying on the statements in their dispositions and would give Congress standing to challenge the statements if used.

**Relationship between the Theory and the Statements**

In order to find the statements with the boldest assertions of presidential power, I analyzed certain statements according to their content. First, I examined all signing statements, from 2001 to 2007, containing the phrase “unitary executive.” I then considered only the statements relating to national security and President Bush’s “War on Terror.” As the table below demonstrates, the number of statements referring to national security is almost the same as those referring to a “unitary executive.” This correlation exists because, in his signing statements, Bush has used the theory to bolster his national security powers.
Table 1. Signing Statements Referring to a Unitary Executive and National Security, 2001-2007.

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Year</th>
<th>Number of Signing Statements</th>
<th>Unitary Executive Theory</th>
<th>National Security</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>2001</td>
<td>24</td>
<td>2</td>
<td>2</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2002</td>
<td>34</td>
<td>13</td>
<td>13</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2003</td>
<td>29</td>
<td>11</td>
<td>11</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2004</td>
<td>25</td>
<td>12</td>
<td>12</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2005</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
<td>6</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2006</td>
<td>23</td>
<td>14</td>
<td>10</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>2007</td>
<td>5</td>
<td>1</td>
<td>1</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>TOTAL</td>
<td>154</td>
<td>63</td>
<td>55</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>

The 63 signing statements vary in their content and substance. Nevertheless, the statements regarding the “unitary executive branch” make some of the boldest assertions of presidential power. It is important to understand the linkage between the statements, the theory, and the War on Terror. The theory not only provides the justification for the use of signing statements, but is also used in the statements themselves. Indeed, one of Bush’s primary reasons for rejecting legislative provisions and expanding his national security powers involves his authority to “supervise the unitary executive branch.” This phrase appears repeatedly throughout the signing statements.

The primary justification that President Bush gave when invoking the unitary executive theory involved legislative provisions that he felt imposed burdensome requirements on the executive branch to make recommendations and proposals to Congress. Of the 132 legislative provisions that Bush rejected, 48 were directly related to the president’s responsibility to make recommendations to Congress. For example, in a signing statement issued on November 27, 2002, President Bush rejected section 827 of the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2003. That particular section required the Director of the Central Intelligence Agency (CIA) to submit annual reports to Congress about foreign companies who invest in American capital markets while contributing to
the proliferation of weapons of mass destruction. This provision was targeted at Chinese companies thought to be investing in Iranian and Iraqi weapons programs. Despite these concerns about the behavior of such companies, the Bush administration nevertheless issued a signing statement declaring that it would interpret the provision in “a manner consistent with the President’s authority to supervise the unitary executive branch.” Such a statement gave the president the right to edit or cancel the publication of the reports. The unitary executive theory justifies such measures, as it posits that the President has the constitutional authority to exercise control over all executive branch agencies and officials, including the CIA.

The second most common way that President Bush used the unitary executive theory involved legislative provisions that, in his opinion, unfairly required the executive branch to disclose information to Congress. Of the 132 legislative provisions that President Bush decided to challenge, 32 rejected Congressional requirements for the executive branch to make regular recommendations to Congress. For example, on November 2, 2002, President Bush issued a signing statement rejecting section 530(D) of the 21st Century Department of Justice Appropriations Act. That particular section instructed the Attorney General to: “Submit to Congress a report of any instance in which the Attorney General or any officer within the Department of Justice...establishes or implements a formal or informal policy to refrain from enforcing...any Federal statute.” This provision, therefore, was intended to ensure that Justice Department officials properly enforce federal laws. By requiring the Department to submit reports about situations in which federal officials refused to enforce the law, Congress was trying to make sure that executive officials carry out the law as it is written.

The Bush Administration, however, rejected this provision. The 2002 signing statement declared that the President would enforce section 530(D) in a manner:

consistent with the constitutional authorities of the President to supervise the unitary executive branch and to withhold information the disclosure of which could impair foreign relations, the
national security, the deliberative processes of the Executive, or the performance of the Executive’s constitutional duties. The President, therefore, was claiming the right to direct his Attorney General not to obey the requirement about reports. This assertion of presidential prerogatives has its roots in the unitary executive theory, which gives the president full and complete control over the behavior of subordinate executive branch officials, including the Attorney General.

In the wake of the recent U.S. Attorney scandals, this particular signing statement is especially relevant. In 2007, the Democratically-controlled Congress held hearings investigating the possibility that the Justice Department had been politicized and was not properly enforcing federal law. Few noted that the Bush Administration’s use of the unitary executive theory might have provided the legal basis for the firing of the U.S. Attorneys, and even fewer realized that the 2002 signing statement might have provided the Administration with the ability to block the oversight that could have prevented the firings from happening. The statement also suggests that the submission of such reports might disclose sensitive information, putting the nation’s security in jeopardy. President Bush made the same argument in many other signing statements when he refused to abide by legislative provisions requiring him to submit information and reports to Congress. In these statements, the President cited his constitutional authority to protect the nation.

On November 6, 2003, President Bush made another signing statement rejecting a legislative provision requiring the disclosure of information. Title III of the Emergency Supplemental Appropriations Act for Defense and for the Reconstruction of Iraq and Afghanistan, 2004, created an Inspector General for the Coalition Provisional Authority (CPA), which at the time was overseeing US military operations in Iraq. The legislation had intended to “prevent fraud and abuse” in the programs that the CPA was managing. It would also keep the CPA informed about problems and deficiencies in its own programs, thereby encouraging greater efficiency. The Inspector General was to conduct audits and inves-
tigations on a regular basis. This would create accountability and transparency, improving the CPA’s performance.

The signing statement issued by the Bush administration, however, declared that the Inspector General would refrain from carrying out investigations and audits that might require access to “sensitive information.” Such investigations, the administration argued, “would constitute a serious threat to national security.” As a result, the administration stated that it would interpret the Act “in a manner consistent with the President’s constitutional authorities to conduct the Nation’s foreign affairs, to supervise the unitary executive branch, and as Commander in Chief of the Armed Forces.” This language provides the administration with an immense amount of latitude and flexibility to interpret the law in whatever way it deems appropriate.

Even though the Bush administration ultimately allowed the Inspector General to perform his tasks and duties, the statement is still significant because it reserved the right for the Administration to disobey the provision. The unitary executive theory gives the president the full authority to control, hire, and fire such officials, including an Inspector General, because they are ultimately part of his executive branch and are subject to his wishes.

Signing Statements and the War on Terror

The Bush administration also used the unitary executive theory to issue signing statements rejecting legislative provisions that it considered to be constraining on the president’s “constitutional authority” to command the armed forces. Even though the phrase “armed forces” appears in only 10 of the 132 legislative provisions, the statements often made broad assertions about the president’s control over the military.

For example, on October 28, 2004, President Bush made a signing statement challenging section 1021 of the Ronald W. Reagan National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2005. This particular section banned US military personnel from engaging in combat operations in Colombia except if they were acting “in self defense.” For years the U.S. military had been providing assis-
tance to the Colombian government, an effort known as “Plan Colombia.” The section placed parameters on the nature and scope of that assistance. The Bush administration said that the section would be interpreted “in a manner consistent with the President’s constitutional authority as Commander in Chief and to supervise the unitary executive branch.” Again, the administration was arguing that the president, as both unitary executive and Commander-In-Chief, had the exclusive authority to control and direct the Armed Forces without interference from Congress. Therefore, the President argued, the executive branch reserved the right to flout the provision.

Perhaps the most controversial of these “Armed Forces” signing statements was issued on December 30, 2005. On that day, the Bush administration issued a statement rejecting Title X of the Department of Defense, Emergency Supplemental Appropriations to Address Hurricanes in the Gulf of Mexico, and Pandemic Influenza Act, 2006. Senator John McCain (R-Arizona), a longtime opponent of torture and coercive interrogation, inserted Title X into the 2006 defense appropriations bill. It banned the torture and mistreatment of detainees held in U.S. custody. Concerns about the mistreatment of U.S. detainees had been circulating for some time. Title X was intended to reverse any such policies that might have sanctioned torture or coercive interrogation. It read as follows:

No individual in the custody or under the physical control of the United States Government, regardless of nationality or physical location, shall be subject to cruel, inhuman, or degrading treatment or punishment.

Soon after signing this bill into law, the Bush Administration released a lengthy signing statement. It said that the President would interpret the law “in a manner consistent with the constitutional authority of the President to supervise the unitary executive branch and as Commander in Chief.” The statement effectively argued that the president, as Commander-In-Chief and Unitary Executive, was not bound by this legislative provision and might not enforce it. Senator McCain, as well as Senator John Warner, later con-
demned Bush’s use of the signing statement in this situation. Their worst fears were confirmed when information later emerged suggesting that the administration had indeed chosen to disobey the ban. The allegations of torture and mistreatment have continued unabated.\textsuperscript{76}

The same signing statement also rejected Section 8104 of the 2006 Defense Appropriations bill. Citing the president’s authority as Commander-In-Chief and unitary executive, the statement said the President might not abide by the section’s rules regarding the integration of foreign intelligence information.\textsuperscript{77} That particular section had declared that, “None of the funds provided in this Act shall be available for integration of foreign intelligence information unless the information has been lawfully collected and processed.”\textsuperscript{78} This section is particularly significant because it seems to warn the President, his administration and its agencies that they can not conduct unauthorized surveillance for intelligence purposes. This section was also particularly relevant in December 2005, during which a controversy concerning illegal surveillance methods had recently emerged. On December 16, 2005, \textit{The New York Times} revealed that just months after the terrorist attacks of September 11, 2001, the President had authorized the National Security Agency to wiretap Americans to search for evidence of terrorist activity without the traditional warrants previously required for domestic surveillance.\textsuperscript{79} The President’s signing statement exacerbated the controversy by declaring that he would interpret the legislation in a manner “consistent with the President’s constitutional authority as Commander-In-Chief.”\textsuperscript{80} Thus, Bush reserved the right to continue his controversial intelligence policies. Later on, it became apparent that the President had indeed chosen not to comply with the intelligence provision, and that warrantless wiretapping may have continued.\textsuperscript{81}

President Bush again invoked his status as Commander-In-Chief in a signing statement issued on October 28, 2004. This signing statement rejected parts of the Ronald W. Reagan National Defense Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2005. The statement took issue with Section 574 of the Act, which banned officials within the Department of Defense from interfering with the ability of Judge Ad-
vocate Generals (JAGs) to give independent legal advice to military commanders. At the time, this section was particularly relevant because it was issued in the wake of the controversial Abu Ghraib prisoner scandal. The scandal had suggested that torture might have become institutionalized as a policy for interrogating and obtaining information from suspected terrorists. Moreover, the grotesque scenes depicting interrogation techniques suggested that perhaps inferior military officials had been given faulty advice from executive branch officials. The legislation had intended to provide military commanders in Iraq with proper legal advice when interrogating prisoners and suspected terrorists; it would have allowed them to know what the proper interrogation techniques should be. The signing statement, however, seemed to prevent the JAGs from giving advice about proper interrogation techniques, thereby blocking them from providing advice to commanders that might conflict with the administration’s own guidelines for the use of interrogation techniques.

President Bush flatly expressed his disagreement with the provision in the October 28, 2004 signing statement. He declared that he would interpret the section “in a manner consistent with the President’s constitutional authorities…to supervise the unitary executive branch…and as Commander-in-Chief.” As the Unitary Executive, Bush was claiming he had the authority to subordinate military officials to his executive control and discretion, barring them from giving commanders the important advice they needed.

One of the other ways that President Bush used his signing statements was to exercise complete and full control over his staff, as well as other executive branch officials. Of the 132 legislative provisions that the President decided to challenge with the unitary executive theory, 21 are directly related to presidential control over staff and executive officials. Usually, such signing statements refer to the president’s authority to “supervise the unitary executive branch” and reiterate the President’s belief in a hierarchical and top-down governmental structure.

For example, on December 13, 2004, President Bush issued a signing statement regarding the passage of the Intelligence Authorization Act for Fiscal Year 2004. That legislation contained a
section, 341(b), requiring the Director of the CIA to act through a particular official when establishing an inspection process for all agencies and departments of the U.S. Government that handle classified information. The process would determine who was to be given access to classified information. President Bush, in his signing statement, wrote that Section 341 might not be followed, as it did not recognize the authority “committed exclusively to the President…to faithfully execute the laws and supervise the unitary executive branch.”

In other words, the President was arguing that Congress cannot require his officials to act through other officials when making policy, since their ultimate power resides with him alone. This statement, therefore, may simply reiterate the President’s views on the hierarchical structure of White House decision-making. Nevertheless, the statement also implies that the President can set intelligence disclosure policies himself, without the approval of the CIA Director. Moreover, the statement gives the President the authority to interfere with intelligence disclosure policies and, potentially, decide to set his own set of standards for the release of classified information. He could even overrule the wishes of his own CIA Director when creating these rules and regulations. The statement thereby gives the President the exclusive authority to determine who is given access to classified information.

Another major way President Bush has invoked the unitary executive theory has been through signing statements asserting his constitutional powers to “conduct the Nation’s foreign affairs.” In fact, he has challenged over 24 legislative provisions of this kind. For example, after Congress passed the Palestinian Anti-Terrorism Act of 2006, President Bush issued a signing statement challenging its Section 9. Section 9 required the United States Executive Director at international financial institutions to vote against financial assistance to the Palestinian Authority. President Bush rejected this requirement, declaring that such mandatory requirements would “impermissibly interfere with the President’s constitutional authorities to conduct the Nation’s foreign affairs.”

Another example can be found in a signing statement issued on September 30, 2002, which regarded the passage of the Foreign
Relations Authorization Act, Fiscal Year 2003.\textsuperscript{91} The Act’s Section 408 required the United States government to prevent violators of “internationally recognized human rights” from attaining membership on the United Nations Human Rights Commission.\textsuperscript{92} In addition, the Act had required the United States to “use its voice and vote” in international financial institutions to support programs “designed to raise the standard of living for the Tibetan people.”\textsuperscript{93} Also, Section 1343 directed the United States representative to the International Atomic Energy Agency to oppose Agency programs inconsistent with the “nonproliferation and safety goals” of the United States government.\textsuperscript{94} The 2002 signing statement disregarded all of these sections, declaring them to be all “advisory,” not mandatory.\textsuperscript{95} The statement argued that only the President has the constitutional authority to “conduct the Nation’s foreign affairs,” and Congress has no authority to direct the nation’s foreign policy in any way.\textsuperscript{96}

**Most Recent Signing Statement**

Since the beginning of 2008, Bush has issued only one signing statement. This particular statement was written in regard to the National Defense Authorization Act of 2008. The statement declared that four sections of the law, Sections 841, 846, 1079, and 1222, if followed, would limit the President’s ability to “supervise the executive branch, and to execute his authority as Commander in Chief.”\textsuperscript{97} Bush’s rejection of Section 1222 was the most controversial part of this statement. The Congressional reaction to this individual signing statement was quite strong. Section 1222 had limited funding for the construction of permanent military bases in Iraq.\textsuperscript{98} Senator Robert P. Casey (D-PA) implied that the President’s signing statement indicated that he would ignore the law’s limits on the construction of permanent bases in Iraq. “Every time a senior administration official is asked about permanent US military bases in Iraq, they contend that it is not their intention to construct such facilities,” he said. “Yet this signing statement issued by the president yesterday is the clearest signal yet that the administration wants to hold this option in reserve.”\textsuperscript{99} Speaker Nancy Pelosi made similar comments, saying she rejected “the notion in his sign-
ing statement that he can pick and choose which provisions of this law to execute.” “His job, under the Constitution, is to faithfully execute the law - every part of it - and I expect him to do just that,” she added.\textsuperscript{100}

**General Trends**

President Bush, using the unitary executive theory, has used signing statements to expand his presidential power in the “War on Terror.” Through these statements, he has asserted his power to detain and interrogate suspected terrorists, exercise full control over the nation’s foreign affairs, control the flow of government information, conduct unwarranted surveillance policies, and reject what he views as congressional encroachments on his prerogatives as both unitary executive and Commander-in-Chief. These statements are consistent with his, and the Vice President’s, views on the proper separation of powers between the legislative and executive branches of government.

From examining these signing statements, some general trends are observable. For example, the statements grew both bolder and broader in their scope, as time went on. Only in 2007, with the election of a Democratic Congress, did the President scale back his use of signing statements. There were only five signing statements in 2007, with only one containing a reference to the unitary executive theory. By comparison, 23 statements were issued in 2006. Whether or not this change resulted from a change in Congressional leadership cannot be known for certain, but it can be asserted that the election probably caused a shift.

**The Future**

Presidential candidates Barack Obama, Hillary Clinton, and John McCain have all pledged not to use signing statements if they are elected to the White House.\textsuperscript{101} But if a Democratic President is elected in 2008, he or she may find it difficult to control a bureaucracy that has become increasingly dominated by conservative appointees. Even a liberal president might find the signing statement, along with the unitary executive theory, to be useful methods when battling bureaucratic opposition and circumventing a hostile Con-
gress. And in an age of terrorism and national security threats, any president might deem it necessary to reject legislative provisions that might put the nation’s security in jeopardy.

If future presidents do indeed continue to use the signing statement, it will be politically difficult for Congress to limit the use of this tool. Unless Congress suddenly confronts the president over issues of presidential power through the mechanisms of impeachment or the cutoff of federal funds, it would be quite unlikely that future presidents would refrain from using the increased level of power that President Bush and Vice President Cheney have brought to the White House. Such a confrontation remains unlikely because Congress, as a large institution that can only make decisions through the aggregation of members’ preferences, faces “collective action problems” preventing it from mounting a “consistently effective defense against presidential encroachment.”

A confrontation is also unlikely because many of the statements are related to national security; Congress is often reluctant to challenge the president on these grounds.

But a recent report on signing statements, issued by the Government Accountability Office in June 2007, casts doubt on whether the federal government has actually been obeying the president’s statements. The report examined signing statements regarding 2006 appropriations acts, finding that the president objected to a total of 160 legislative provisions. They then determined whether the agencies responsible for their execution carried out the provisions as they were originally written. Of the 19 provisions sampled in the study, only six were not executed as written, with 10 of the 19 provisions being implemented as Congress had intended. Thus, President Bush’s signing statements have often been ineffective in reshaping federal law according to his wishes.

Nonetheless, the legacy of President Bush and Vice President Cheney will probably live on long after they leave the White House. These two men have left an indelible mark on American history, fundamentally altering power relationships in Washington. The legal theories they use grant presidents potentially limitless powers. The signing statement is effectively a line-item veto that gives the president the prerogatives of both the judicial and legislative branches
of government. In an interview for a History Channel documentary, Vice President Cheney expressed satisfaction with these changes. “I think, in fact, there has been over time a restoration, if you will, of the power and the authority of the president.”
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The Baha’is of Iran
History of Repression, Stories of Resistance

D A V I D  H O S E Y

The Baha’i faith, often referred to as the world’s youngest major religion, is known for its emphasis on tolerance and its recognition of the validity of different forms of religious expression. It is thus ironic that since its founding in 19th century, the Baha’i faith in Iran has been faced with extensive religious persecution, both at the hands of religious authorities and the state. With the advent of the 1979 revolution, these two institutions have become essentially identical, and there is evidence that persecution has worsened, or at the very least has been institutionalized and systematized. Although the Baha’is represent “Iran’s largest non-Muslim religious minority,” they “are not mentioned in the Constitution and have the status of unprotected infidels.” The Shi’a state religion grants Judaism, Christianity, and Zoroastrianism the status of “true religions,” which allows their followers a certain degree of civil and political freedom; the same does not hold true for those whose adhere to the Baha’i faith. This legal difference is both a reflection of the historical situation of the Baha’i faith in Iran and a current cause of discrimination and repression. The systematic nature of this persecution has led one Baha’i scholar, Moojan Momen, to argue that the Iranian Baha’i community is the target
of a “suspended genocide.” Whatever the merits and deficiencies of this position, it is evident that the Baha’i have been faced with a consistent and systematic violation of their rights to practice their faith and to live as full citizens of Iran.

In order to understand the development of the Baha’i as a repressed religious minority in the Islamic Republic of Iran, it is necessary to explore the history and sources of this repression. An examination of this history reveals that despite the severely limited rights of Baha’is in Iran, a surprising variety of creative responses have been utilized by this minority religious population in order to survive continuing persecution, revealing the ability of minority groups to resist repression without resorting to violent means.

The Baha’i faith has approximately 5 million followers worldwide, making it the “second-most geographically widespread religion after Christianity.” Within Iran, where the religion was founded, estimates of the Bahai’s numbers vary widely, ranging from 150,000 to 300,000. As previously mentioned, this makes Baha’ism the largest non-Muslim minority religion in the Islamic Republic of Iran. The development of Baha’ism in Iran can be traced to the Babi religion, a 19th century movement with its roots in Shaykhism, a sect of Shi’a Islam which “expected the return of the hidden Twelfth Imam.” In 1844, a Shaykhi by the name of Sayyid Ali Muhammad Shirazi declared himself to be the “Bab,” meaning gate, of the Hidden Imam. The Babi movement which subsequently formed held that the Bab was in fact the Twelfth Imam in the flesh, as well as a “prophet and the herald of ‘him whom God shall manifest,’” who was to be “a messenger and bearer of a new revelation.”

Perhaps due to its initial popularity, the Babi movement was doomed to a violent end. The Bab was imprisoned and, from 1848-1850, the Shah of Iran used military force to attack Babi communities. By 1850, it was decided that the best way to eliminate the Babi movement was to execute the Bab himself. In response, a small group of Babis attempted to assassinate the Shah. The attempt was unsuccessful and led to a massive violent response against the entire Babi community, in which between 3,000 and 20,000 Babis were killed. This massacre represented the effective end of the Babi movement in Iran.
Although the Babi movement as it had originally appeared would never regain popularity, a new religious movement rose from its ashes. In 1866, an exiled leader of the Babi movement, Mirza Hussein Ali Nouri, declared himself “he whom God shall manifest,” the coming of whom had been promised by the Bab. Ali Nouri renamed himself Baha’u’llah, meaning “Glory of God,” and began promoting a new religious revelation. The majority of the remaining Babis followed Baha’u’llah and took the name Baha’is, and from the 1860s through the 1920s the new religion spread first throughout Iran, then throughout the Third World, and finally to Europe and the United States. Baha’u’llah prohibited participation in politics, especially armed struggle, and promoted “a pacifist stand advocating world peace, universal education, an end to racial and religious prejudice, and several fundamental social reforms.”

Central to the Baha’i belief system is the concept of progressive revelation, which accepts all world religions as representations of a divine truth which must be continuously revealed in order to reflect changing social and historical contexts.

Not surprisingly, Baha’u’llah’s acceptance of Islam as a valid form of religious belief did not placate the Iranian clergy, who saw the new religion as a heretical assault on the unique position held by Muhammad, the last of the prophets. Already in exile in Baghdad, Baha’u’llah was sent first to Constantinople, then to Adrianople, then to Acre (now the city of Akko in Northern Israel, although at the time it was a part of Ottoman Palestine). At the same time, a renewed wave of persecution confronted the growing Baha’i population in Iran: “By the end of the nineteenth century the Baha’is found themselves under constant pressure from ecclesiastical and governmental authorities, and they were attacked on theological and moral grounds.” As the 20th century dawned, it was evident that despite Baha’u’llah’s efforts to avoid the wrath of the Iranian power structure, the persecution that had been faced by the Babi movement would continue to plague the quickly growing Baha’i community.

During the first half of the 20th century, changes in Iranian politics led to corresponding changes for the Baha’i community. Before the 20th century, the ability of Persian authorities to exercise strong cen-
tral authority was limited, and tribal identity remained much stronger than allegiance to the central government. The Pahlavi dynasty, which began with the ascension of Reza Shah as the new ruler of Iran in 1925, ushered in a new era of modernization and secularization:

Western influences flooded Iran in the twentieth century. While the masses remained largely under clerical influence, the bureaucracy, the officers’ corps of the newly created national army, and the intellectual elite began to lose interest in the intricacies of the Sharia and in theological disputations. The clergy that had helped Reza Khan ascend the throne (out of fear of a republic such as the one Mustafa Kemal Ataturk had established in Turkey) found itself marginalized and with greatly diminished influence in public life.\textsuperscript{16}

At first it seemed that a secularizing government in Iran would lead to an increase in religious freedom for the Baha’is as “[d]irect, violent, and public persecution of Bahais [sic] ceased during Reza Shah’s rule.”\textsuperscript{17} Nevertheless, the Baha’i International Community records repression, including the banning of Baha’i literature and the non-recognition of Baha’i marriages, during Reza Shah’s reign.\textsuperscript{18} These restrictions were related to the wider efforts of the Shah to replace particular identities with a national Iranian identity.\textsuperscript{19}

The passing of power to Reza Shah’s son, Mohammad Reza Shah, signaled the end of this superficial respite. According to Eliz Sanasarian of the University of Southern California, the “popular notion among Iranian Muslims and other non-Muslims is that the Baha’is enjoyed a privileged status during the reign of Mohammad Reza Shah.”\textsuperscript{20} This impression probably arose from the fact that high levels of education and a record of loyalty to the government among the Baha’i made them good candidates for government jobs.\textsuperscript{21} However, the Pahlavi shahs were also perfectly willing to use the Baha’i community as a scapegoat to relieve tension between the ‘ulema (Muslim clergy) and the regime. The Pahlavi regime quickly realized that in order for it to advance its secularizing, modernizing, and nationalizing agenda it would need a way to pacify the powerful, traditionalist clergy:
[The monarchy] found it convenient in moments of crisis to placate the clergy by allowing it to attack the Baha’is, even permitting an occasional pogrom, provided it did not turn into a large-scale disturbance that would endanger public order or unduly increase the power of the clergy. The stronger the Pahlavi dictatorship grew, the more repressive it became toward the Baha’is.22

It is thus evident that there is a significant disparity between the popular perception of the freedom granted to Baha’is during the Pahlavi era, and the actual treatment of the Baha’i community that was prevalent throughout the pre-Revolutionary period. In fact, the consolidation of centralized power led to the systematization of persecution: “where previously the persecutions had some element of mob action, they now acquired a more bureaucratic character and were often accompanied by government directives and edicts through the courts.”23

Perhaps the most significant anti-Baha’i move made by the Pahlavi regime was to allow conservative clergy to found the Hojjatiyeh Society in 1953. This vehemently anti-Baha’i society was aided by SAVAK, the Pahlavi secret police, and quickly “became the principle antagonist of the Baha’is” by the “publication of anti-Baha’i pamphlets, denunciation of Baha’is to the authorities, and the disruption of Baha’i gatherings by gangs of toughs.”24 The hostile environment promoted by the Hojjatiyeh Society paved the way for the infamous “Falsafi episode of 1955”:

The most serious episode of persecution during the Pahlavi era took place in 1955 when a minor cleric, Falsafi, was given the freedom to broadcast on the government radio station inflammatory speeches rousing the mob to action against the Baha’is. There was a country-wide outburst of harassment of Baha’is with much looting and some deaths. This episode probably occurred because the Shah felt obligated to the religious establishment which helped him back to power after the coup against him by Mossadeq in 1953.25

It is evident that if the Baha’i enjoyed a special status under Mo-
hammad Reza Shah, it was not a status to be envied. The Hojjatiyeh Society continued to operate through the overthrow of the Pahlavi dynasty in 1979 and “would play an important role in the persecution of the Baha’is after the Islamic revolution.”

From the beginning of the Iranian revolution which overthrew the Pahlavi regime in 1979, it was obvious that the situation of the Baha’is in Iran would only worsen. In an interview in December 1978, Ayatollah Khomeini denied that the Baha’i faith was a religion, identifying it instead as a politically subversive group, and asserted that the Baha’i would not have religious freedom in the new Islamic Republic. This accusation was not new, as the ‘ulema had long argued that the Baha’i served Russian interests in Iran; however, with the victory of the Revolution evident, it was obvious that what had previously been a propaganda tool of the conservative ‘ulema would soon become government policy. What had once been the threat of “sporadic government actions” had transformed into “a specific and planned programme [sic] for the elimination of the Baha’i community.” The Islamic Republic of Iran did not grant the Baha’i community the status of Recognized Religious Minority (RRM), which meant that they did not have access to the same rights as other religious minorities:

The policy concerning constitutionally recognized non-Muslim minorities has differed from those non-Muslims not recognized in the constitution. Armenians, Assyrians, Jews, and Zoroastrians possess some valuable rights (e.g., voting for their own deputies, the right to assemble, and so forth), yet are excluded (overtly or covertly) from others and are, as will be shown, clearly a subordinated collectivity. The other non-Muslim communities, the Bahais and the Christian converts, remain excluded.

This exclusion has taken a variety of forms in the Islamic Republic-era, and has forced the Baha’is, along with other religious minorities, to “fluctuate between annihilation, exclusion, and perpetual submission.”

A number of particular forms of persecution since 1979 bear mentioning. Momen cites the United Nations Human Rights Com-
mission’s report on Iran, which includes reports of “official banning of all Baha’i institutions and activities,” “arrest and execution of the entire body of the national leadership of the religion,” “arrest and execution of many members of local leadership councils,” “confiscation of Baha’i properties and assets,” and “confiscation, desecration, and destruction of Baha’i holy places and cemeteries.” The most egregious example of the last is the confiscation of the House of Bab, the holiest Baha’i shrine in Iran, and its subsequent destruction by clerical and governmental authorities. In addition, individual Baha’is have been the target of harassment, theft, murder, and other criminal activities, with no recourse to legal defense due to their non-protected status. Baha’is have been prohibited from working for the government, from owning property, from collecting pensions, from practicing law and medicine, from electing spiritual assemblies, and from attending university or other institutes of higher learning. Over 200 Baha’is have been killed since the revolutionary victory of 1979, including members of several elected Baha’i Spiritual Assemblies.

In an international context which increasingly makes government restrictions on freedom of religion difficult to maintain, the Iranian government has had to find reasons other than religion to target the Baha’i community. The Baha’is have consistently been identified as a political threat, rather than as a religious group, by the Iranian government, and have been accused of having subversive ties which “range from collaboration with the Pahlavi regime or SAVAK to espionage or other subversive activities on behalf of foreign powers, usually Britain, America, and Israel.” The contradictions of these accusations are obvious in light of the history of repression of the Baha’i. Baha’is are accused of colluding with the Pahlavi regime and its SAVAK police force, both of which targeted the Baha’i community and allowed attacks on Baha’is to continue.

The Iranian government has consistently denied accusations that it persecutes the Baha’i community. These denials have vacillated between statements that the Baha’i are perfectly free to practice their religion in Iran to accusations that the Baha’i are not a religion at all but a political group. A memorandum discovered and published by the Special Representative of the UN Commission on
Human Rights reveals the awareness of the Iranian leadership of the unpopularity of their persecution of the Baha’is, and indicates their desire to reframe their harassment of the community in a manner more consistent with international pressure. The memorandum prohibits the expulsion or detainment of Baha’is “without reason,” but affirms that the “government’s treatment of them shall be such that their progress and development shall be blocked.” The memorandum allows Baha’is to be enrolled in schools with a “strong religious ideology” and validates the policy of denying employment to “persons identifying themselves as Baha’is.” The document provides an inside look at the intentional formation of policy aimed at persecuting the Baha’i community in Iran.

With such a stunning litany of persecutions and human rights abuses, it is important to identify the sources of the vehemence directed against the Baha’i faith in Iran. The obvious source of conflict is based in religious differences: “Not surprisingly, the notion that Muhammad would be followed by additional prophets or that any text...could supplant the Qur’an was deemed heretical.” The popularity of the new faith, its active proselytizing, and the fact that in the history of Abrahamic religions “[e]ach religion seems to have perceived its greatest threat as coming from that faith which immediately followed it,” meant that those Iranians who were devout supporters of the Muslim faith were likely to feel threatened by the growing Baha’i community. Political excuses for attacks on the Baha’i community are mainly fabricated, and reveal little more than the important role that scapegoating can play in the political realm. The Baha’is were used by the Pahlavi dynasty as an escape valve for tensions between the shah and the ‘ulema, and have subsequently been a convenient enemy to justify the importance of the clergy’s role in politics.

There is, however, one other potential source of conflict between the Iranian government and clergy and the Baha’i community that requires exploration. Denis MacEoin, of Newcastle University, argues that are elements of Orientalism in the portrayal of the tension between the Iranian clergy and the Baha’i:

[W]e are presented with image and counter-image: on the one
hand, fanatical, intolerant Iranian Muslims untouched by the Enlightenment, on the other, gentle Iranian Baha’is representing a Christian-like creed that must automatically evoke the sympathy of Western observers. I do not wish to deny whatever elements of truth there may be in that portrayal (Baha’is are normally gentle, those who kill them are lacking in tolerance), merely to draw attention to its stereotypical quality. On the one hand, tolerance and compassion are seen as concepts ‘alien’ to Iran and Islam (but as peculiar glories of ‘the Western Enlightenment’); on the other, many illiberal features of Baha’ism that might not fit so well into a black-and-white scenario (such as its notion of an infallible, divinely revealed Shari’a or the absolute authority accorded its ruling institution) are ignored in favour [sic] of a clean, Westernized image.  

MacEoin argues that the Baha’i, especially since the leadership of Shoghi Effendi Rabbani in the first half of the 20th century, have portrayed themselves as Westernized, but in doing so have accepted certain Orientalist assumptions. MacEoin thus compares the situation of the Baha’i in Iran to that of New Religious Movements in the West: in both cases, the strong reaction to these movements “appear widely disproportionate to the supposed level of threat or the size of the group,” and in both cases “the basic nature of the perceived threat seems to be very similar: an alien challenge to the assumed values of the broader society within which the sect is situated.” In the West, this challenge might take the form of Eastern philosophies; in Iran, a Western worldview is a direct challenge to Iran’s definition of itself as a counterforce to Western influence. MacEoin’s analysis of the cultural conflict inherent in the tension between Baha’ism and the Iranian clergy is supported by the work of James K. Wellman, Jr. and Kyoko Tokuno, who argue that the vitality of a religious movement is related to whether it is in conflict with a surrounding culture, ideology, or way of life. In the case of the Baha’i faith, this conflict manifests itself in the faith’s ability to portray itself as a Westernized religion. This ability can be analyzed in the context of the variety of responses that the Baha’is have utilized in the face of consistent persecution.
In response to a history of repression, the Baha’i community of Iran has been forced to find and utilize a variety of creative survival strategies. These strategies demonstrate the ability of oppressed minorities to resist persecution while developing new avenues to articulate their interests and message. Iran’s Baha’is have not resorted to armed resistance, in part because of the ideological basis of Baha’u’llah’s teachings, and in part because of the failure of the Babi movement to survive by means of armed resistance. As with many other persecuted minority groups, they have often not been able to utilize the state apparatus in order to protest their treatment, as this is the very apparatus which is responsible for their persecution.\textsuperscript{43} Momen notes that in “response to the developing situation in Iran…appeals were addressed to the local and national government…[but it] soon became clear that this was having no effect.”\textsuperscript{44} Instead, the Baha’is have turned to a combination of emigration, \textit{taqiyya} (concealment of religious identity), the utilization of international channels, and creative resistance such as the establishment of an underground university.

Flight from the country is one obvious possibility for the Baha’i of Iran. Given the large population of Baha’is outside of Iran and their wide geographic dispersal, it is evident that many Baha’is have indeed chosen to leave the country. Due to the lack of official numbers of Baha’i in Iran, it is difficult to accurately report how many Baha’is have emigrated from Iran.\textsuperscript{45} Baha’i scholar Firuz Kazemzadeh puts the number of Baha’is who have fled at 30,000, although he does not report a source for this information.\textsuperscript{46} Many of the Baha’is who choose to stay in Iran—or who do not have the resources to leave—adopt a policy of \textit{taqiyya}, which is defined as “concealing, or even lying about, one’s religious identity, to protect one’s self or one’s coreligionists.”\textsuperscript{47} This strategy can be quite effective because it is often self-identification of one’s Baha’i beliefs which leads to the loss of employment or schooling. Given this, it is remarkable how many Baha’i choose to make their religious affiliation known, risking loss of job, property, and life in order to remain true to their faith. Nevertheless, \textit{taqiyya} remains a common and culturally acceptable practice for those Baha’i who are unwilling or unable to leave Iran.\textsuperscript{48}
The large number of Baha’i who have chosen to leave, as well as the large number of converts around the world, open the way for another response to repression, that of recourse to international pressure. Their belief system, with its emphasis on international law, unity, and peace, is particularly compatible with the stated goal of many international NGOs and with the United Nations’ charter. MacEoin notes that the Baha’i faith, in addition to having a “highly organized and efficient bureaucratic structure” at the international level, is “represented as a non-governmental body [NGO] at the UN, with an office in New York, while national Baha’i organizations often have good relations with influential institutions and individuals in their countries.” Due to these international connections, the Baha’i community in Iran, while having little domestic power, has access to a degree of power which is quite rare for a minority group. While suffering from an almost total lack of domestic political power, the Baha’is of Iran have been able to utilize “the pressure of international public opinion, the actions of the United Nations, [and] protests of governments.” It appears that this international pressure has been quite effective in forcing the Iranian government to rethink its treatment of the Baha’i: Momen credits the “vigorous international campaign waged by the international Baha’i community,” with the help of “resolutions both in the United Nations Commission on Human Rights and in the United Nations General Assembly,” with preventing the genocidal intentions against the Baha’is of Iran from turning into reality. This is no small feat, and is a testament to the comparative power that the Baha’i international community is able to bring to bear on the situation in Iran.

Within Iran, the Baha’i community continues to devise creative strategies for survival in the face of persecution. A particularly important example of such a creative strategy is the Baha’i Institute for Higher Education (BIHE). The BIHE is an underground university that was “begun in 1987 because Bahais [sic] were virtually excluded from the established universities after the revolution of 1979.” Despite the clandestine nature of the university, it was able not only to survive but to flourish:
No Baha’i subjects were taught, thus avoiding the possibility of being accused of fostering the Baha’i religion. Classes were held in private homes, which also house books and laboratory equipment. Although the organization of this ‘open university’ was not illegal, participants had to act with caution so as not to draw undue attention and antagonize the authorities. The university grew to 900 students and 150 faculty members by 1998. It had established informal connections with universities abroad and maintained such high standards that a number of its alumni and alumnae went to graduate schools in the United States.

Although the school was able to survive unmolested for a decade, the BIHE was not able to completely avoid the scrutiny of the Iranian government. The Journal of Church and State records that the school was shut down in 1999, with “Iranian security forces…arresting thirty-six faculty members.” Fortunately for the BIHE, the international connections that it had established led to intense pressure on the Iranian Minister of Education, who received “thousands of letters of protest from university students, faculty, and administrators (among them the presidents of Yale, Harvard, Stanford, the Massachusetts Institute of Technology, and Duke).” The government allowed the activities of BIHE to continue, but the incident forced the school to reduce the size of its operation. However, the BIHE still stands as a “unique example of the determination of a repressed community not to permit itself to be deprived of education,” and emphasizes once again the importance of international connections and pressure to the survival of the Baha’i community of Iran.

Since its founding, the Baha’i faith in Iran has been under intense pressure from both the Iranian government and the clergy. With these forces combined in the Islamic Republic, the situation has been so severe that at least one scholar has argued for it to be classified as a “suspended genocide.” Despite this, the Baha’i faith has continued to survive, making international connections and finding creative means to promote the needs of its members. In studying the range of responses of the Baha’i community to this history of repression, there are a number of important conclusions to be drawn.
The first important thing to note is simply the wide variety of responses that a relatively powerless minority community can present in the face of high levels of pressure. Avoiding violence, the Baha’is of Iran have continued to worship, attend school, and work, despite the hostility of the Iranian government to all of these actions. Sometimes this has meant concealing the faith of members; at other times, it has meant the opposite, and individual Baha’is have sacrificed employment or even life in order to take a stand against the persecution of their community. With domestic political power severely limited if not nonexistent, the Baha’is have sought alternative means of political expression, such as their appeals to the international community. This is a powerful reminder that seemingly powerless groups often show greater creativity and determination in the face of struggle than the powerful governments of the modern world.

In an era of skepticism about the ability of the international community to positively affect domestic affairs around the world, the role of the international community in protecting the Baha’is of Iran is another important aspect to examine. Although persecution continues and the Baha’i community remains under pressure, the international community has been able to apply effective pressure to the Iranian government. The BIHE continues to operate, and although the death of 200 Baha’is since the 1979 revolution is a tragedy, the numbers could have been much greater without the influence of the international community on the situation. This ought to send an important message to the international community about its ability to protect threatened minority groups around the world. The Baha’i community is certainly rare in the extensive nature of its international representation. However, if the international community, in the form of NGOs, the UN, and member governments, have the political will, it is evident that they can create effective policy to protect minority groups from even the most recalcitrant governments.

There is also an interesting dynamic to be examined between a ‘secular’ Western world, a theocratic state, and a minority religious group. The complex relationships between these groups present a fascinating case study of the continuing importance of religious be-
lief in a supposedly secularizing world. Can the Baha’i continue to articulate their religious vision in a way that is attractive to the Western world, without sacrificing the prophetic emphasis of their faith? How does the case of the Baha’i in Iran compare with the hostility experienced by new religious movements in the West, as articulated by MacEoin? And how does this shed light on the tension between religious freedom and the importance of religious ‘fundamentalism’ in world affairs? These are all questions that are raised by the situation of the Baha’i community in Iran.

It is evident that there are many questions left to be answered concerning the Baha’i faith in Iran. For the Baha’i faith, however, the question is simply one of how to continue to survive in the face of hostile authorities. In response to a history of repression, the Baha’i community of Iran offers a plethora of stories of creative, nonviolent resistance. It is not likely that the hostility of the Iranian authorities towards the existence of the Baha’i community will change drastically anytime soon. However, with the help of international pressure and the incredible ability of threatened minority groups to respond to repression, the Baha’is of Iran will continue to do what they need to in order to survive, with their faith, their education, and their community intact.
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It is clear to even the most casual observer of contemporary politics that statements by government officials carry great weight. The scrutiny applied to messages released by public officials demonstrates the influence these individuals and their words have, as well as our recognition of the fact that these statements not only reflect on those who speak them but also on their constituents. We expect these statements, regardless of the speaker’s position, to accurately reflect our ideals and opinions, so it is not surprising that there is controversy when leaders make statements that do not accurately reflect the actions and opinions of the citizenry. This is especially true during times of war, as we expect officials to explain to listeners both at home and abroad our reasons for participation in the war. Some of the greatest and most well-known articulations of a nation’s philosophical beliefs have occurred during times of war, but sometimes lesser-known statements, such as the Atlantic Charter, are just as profound and also carry significant implications. Influenced by President Franklin D. Roosevelt’s “Four Freedoms” and former President Woodrow Wilson’s “Fourteen Points,” the Atlantic Charter was a statement of the war aims of Great Britain and the United States,
but it primarily served to outline the Allies’ vision of the post-war world. Even though many have criticized the document and its ideals have not been fully realized, it is a document that had the potential to be the foundation of a lasting peace.

The Atlantic Charter was produced at the Atlantic Conference, a meeting between President Franklin Roosevelt and Prime Minister Winston Churchill, as well as their highest military officers and diplomats, in August 1941 aboard American and British battleships off the coast of Newfoundland.¹ By this time, Germany had been in control of most of Western Europe for well over a year and was advancing into Russia and the Ukraine, while Japan had been increasing its holdings in Asia for two years.² This meeting was kept extremely secret for dramatic effect and to prevent expectations and fears from becoming too high among the American public.³ In fact, Roosevelt’s staff was not fully informed of plans, while other officials present had not learned the true purpose of their trip until they were well on their way to the Conference.⁴ This secrecy, however, might have hurt Roosevelt and his colleagues; historians Otils L. Graham and Meghan Robinson Wander wrote that because of the secrecy of the conference, the Americans did not have “an overall conference strategy.”⁵

The primary topics of conversation during the Conference were war strategy against Hitler and Mussolini, peace aims, and diplomatic strategy concerning Japan; territorial, economic, and diplomatic considerations made it necessary for Britain and the United States to consider questions of war aims and post-war policy.⁶ Churchill specifically wanted an American war declaration, but Roosevelt would not address this during the Conference because he was not certain of the support of the American public for such a declaration. In fact, Roosevelt clearly asserted that the United States would not enter the war at that time and that the country was no closer to joining the Allies against Germany.⁷ Discussions between British Under-Secretary of Foreign Affairs Sir Alexander Cadogan and American Under-Secretary of State Sumner Welles produced a draft of the text that evolved into the Charter. This draft cited the need to defend countries from Nazi aggression and outlined both the policy that became the Atlantic Charter and, in the words of Sir
Cadogan’s draft, these nations’ “hopes for a better future for the world.”

The immediate purpose of the document, and Roosevelt’s goal for the Atlantic Conference, was to respond in another way to Axis aggression and to articulate the reasons the nations who would become the Allies fought the war. In fighting the war, the Allies did not seek to add to their own territories, nor did they seek territorial changes unless the peoples involved wanted them. Roosevelt found that it was necessary to assure people in Asia and in Europe that the Allies fought for freedom, asserting in March 1941 that “any nationality, no matter how small, has the inherent right to its own nationhood.” The Charter also stated that the Allies sought to eliminate the threat of Nazism and the danger posed by “Nazi tyranny;” they sought peace for all nations and the elimination of all threats to national security so that people would be able to “live out their lives in freedom from fear and want.”

These purposes of war echoed President Woodrow Wilson’s Fourteen Points and President Roosevelt’s Four Freedoms. In World War I, Wilson sought to make the world “fit and safe to live in...for every peace-loving nation” so that all peoples could make their own choices about their lives, could enjoy justice, and could live free from the aggression of other nations. Articles I and II of the Atlantic Charter echoed Wilson’s commitment to restoring conquered territories. Wilson was the first to seek national security through international cooperation and national self-determination; all of the war aims of the Charter articulated and revived these principles. The notion of ending threats to national security also realized Roosevelt’s desire to implement the Four Freedoms he had articulated first in a press conference in July 1940 and then more explicitly in his State of the Union address in January 1941. Article VI of the Charter envisioned peace for all and the elimination of threats of invasion and other breaches of national security so that all people could live free from fear and want, revealing Roosevelt’s desire to extend these freedoms to all people through victory in the war.

The bulk of the Atlantic Charter details the values that the Allies believed should guide the creation of the peace after the war. In their
introduction to the Charter, Roosevelt and Churchill stated that they intended to enumerate the “common principles in the national policies of their respective countries on which they base[d] their hopes for a better future for the world.” They claimed that they were drawing upon their own nations’ strengths in order to create a new world order founded on the principles they outlined in the Charter. The Charter described how the Allies believed the world should operate, and their statements revealed their intention to fight the war so that this vision could be implemented for the benefit of all peoples. Roosevelt later explained in more detail this commitment to a new order for all people in his Fireside Chat on February 23, 1942. In this address, he said that “The Atlantic Charter applies…to the whole world” and that all people have the right to the Four Freedoms and to enjoy the peace envisioned in the Charter. In Roosevelt’s view, it was of the utmost importance that the Charter’s protections and freedoms be granted to all peoples, as these principles would create a more secure future for the world after the war.

The first characteristic of the post-war world was articulated in Article III of the Charter: all people should have the right to choose their form of government, and the Allies should fight to restore the right of self-government to those conquered by the Axis. This response opposed Axis rule and the Axis puppet regimes established in conquered territories and demonstrated a commitment to restoring sovereignty to victims of Axis aggression. In the Allies’ vision, this conquest should never occur again, and no country should impose a government on another, because all peoples have the absolute right to choose their own forms of government.

Many observers went beyond the Charter’s explicit statements about national self-determination and interpreted the document in a way that extended this principle to the colonized peoples of the world. Basil Rauch called the Charter “the most sweeping statement of anti-imperialism a British Prime Minister had ever given the world.” Foster Dulles and Gerald Ridinger noted that Roosevelt was “a vigorous and persistent” opponent of colonialism who thought that the peoples of Asia were also entitled to the right of self-determined government articulated in Article III of the Charter. They explained that Roosevelt believed that imperialism was
no longer appropriate and did not want to aid Britain so that it
could preserve its colonial empire. He believed that foreign author-
ity should not be reestablished in Asia after liberating it from Japa-
nese occupation, since promoting a lasting peace required an end
to imperialism and greater political and economic participation of
colonized peoples.\textsuperscript{21} Roosevelt also believed that Churchill's des-
peration for U.S. assistance in the war would give Roosevelt the le-
verage he needed to promote “an entirely new approach to colonial
problems everywhere.”\textsuperscript{22} Churchill, however, disagreed and be-
lieved that the British were still entitled to rule India and Burma and
that this provision applied only to the European peoples conquered
by the Nazis.\textsuperscript{23} Former presidential candidate Wendell Wilkie sided
with Roosevelt in opposing imperialism and announced that Asian
peoples had demanded that the Atlantic Charter be applied to them,
even though Roosevelt had already affirmed the extension of the
Charter’s principles to Asia.\textsuperscript{24} Despite opposition and the potential
for further opposition from European colonial powers, Roosevelt
believed that dismantling colonial empires and promoting national
self-determination was necessary for peace and should be pursued
in rebuilding the world after the war.

The Atlantic Charter also articulated a vision for new economic
practices that would be of greater benefit for all peoples. In addition
to the end of colonization implicit in Article III, Articles IV and V
conceived of new economic relationships among nations that would
be the foundation of greater prosperity for all. Article IV called for
equal access to trade and raw materials for all nations in order to
promote the economic growth and well-being of all nations, not
just the more powerful ones. Article V called for economic coop-
eration among all nations in order to promote “improved labor
standards, economic advancement, and social security” for all peo-
ple.\textsuperscript{25} These points articulated a commitment to the type of free-
market economies in which all nations could participate equally,
in contrast to centuries-old mercantile and colonial systems. These
points also echoed the progressivism of Roosevelt’s New Deal and
similar measures enacted in Great Britain while extending the New
Deal vision and programs to the rest of the world so that all peoples
could achieve maximum economic growth and prosperity.
An interesting extension of these ideas about equal access of all nations to raw materials was explored at a conference of British scientists in July 1942 about the world’s mineral resources and the Atlantic Charter. In a review of the conference’s discussions, Charles Behre described the keynote speaker’s assertion that nations should cooperate to plan the production, distribution, and use of mineral resources so that each nation could develop its own mineral resources while working with other nations to ensure that all have equal access to raw materials and to finished products. This speaker also found it necessary to gather information about the world’s mineral resources in order to help develop these policies. Other presenters emphasized the importance of understanding that nations are interdependent for mineral resources and that technological advances had changed the world’s mineral needs, making it less likely that a country could produce all the raw materials it needed, the Soviet Union being the possible exception because of its vast untapped resources.

These presenters believed that economic cooperation was essential in the post-war world, as they thought that in order to maintain peace, mineral resources had to keep flowing among nations. If nations could easily acquire the resources they needed, they would not need to resort to aggression in order to meet their economic needs. Some presenters at the conference believed that one of the reasons that the peace at the end of World War I failed was because mineral economists were not part of the negotiations, reflecting the peacemakers’ failure to consider the importance of mineral resources and the role that access to these resources has in maintaining peace. Some of the presenters also believed that there should be an international agency that would plan and control mineral flow and trade and would have the power to levy sanctions that would ensure complicity with regulations and would hinder what they referred to as “aggressor nations.” While sanctions could have been effective in ensuring the cooperation of all nations with efficient mineral policies developed by an international organization, it seems contrary to the opening of the world economy envisioned in the Atlantic Charter to reintroduce, in the words of one scientist present at the conference, “arbitrary governmental restrictions” on
resources and on trade.\textsuperscript{30} Despite this contradiction, this conference raised important issues that further demonstrate the implications of the Atlantic Charter’s statements on the post-war world and the issues that nations would have to consider as they planned and rebuilt after the war’s end.

The Atlantic Charter’s last articles directly reiterated principles from both the Fourteen Points and the Four Freedoms. Article VII of the Charter stated that all people should have the ability to travel at sea “without hindrance,” echoing Wilson’s Fourteen Points, which called for “absolute freedom of navigation upon the seas.”\textsuperscript{31} This clause also cited Roosevelt’s freedom from fear; he sought to ensure that no one would again be prevented from traveling because they feared other nations’ aggression or because they feared for their safety in general. The Charter’s final article called all nations to “come to the abandonment of the use of force” and to disarm, as peace could not endure if hostility among nations continued. The Charter also envisioned a new and enduring system of international security in order to maintain the peace expressed in Article VI.\textsuperscript{32} These articles clearly describe what the Allies wanted the world to be like after their victory. They drew upon Wilson’s idea of an end to war and aggression and restated his desire to reduce armaments and institute an international organization that would promote collective security and maintain peace.\textsuperscript{33} They also illustrated another fear Roosevelt wanted to eliminate from the world: the fear of aggression and the use of force by other countries that he called a “crushing burden.”\textsuperscript{34} Roosevelt repeated these points in his Fireside Chat of February 23, 1942, and again called for aggressors to disarm and for nations to realize they were entitled to self-determination and to the Four Freedoms.\textsuperscript{35}

Observer L. H. Woolsey further explained the implications of the Charter’s provisions on the post-war world. In late 1942, he wrote that the Axis powers sought to unify and organize their respective regions, which was the same goal of the United Nations in promoting international cooperation, but he believed that the United Nations differed from the Axis in that it wanted to promote and protect, not suppress, freedom, peace, and the rule of law.\textsuperscript{36} He also believed that Allied governments expressed a desire to create
“an organized Europe” so that they could rebuild from World War II and avert the outbreak of another war, but he thought that the possibility of an organized Europe might be far in the future and would not immediately result. He also realized that war created unusual allies, which demonstrated that nations who are very different can work together if they have similar purposes and interests. Woolsey understood that the contrary belief, that nations with different ideologies were incapable of working with one another, had always prevented international organization and cooperation. In his view, governments should be able to endure based on “their individual virtues” as long as these governments did not practice force or aggression, implying that this was the Axis’ crime. It was not their form of government that was objectionable; instead, it was the fact that they disrupted the peace. This shows that Woolsey, like Roosevelt and Churchill, valued peace above all else and saw the maintenance of peace as the principle purpose of the post-war world.

Another observer, L. L. Bernard, suggested that after the war’s end, a better way to preserve the peace was to limit the world’s population to the level that could be supported by existing supplies of food and resources; he believed that the need for resources to support a population causes aggression, and that if everyone had equal access to wealth, profit would be removed from the table and “imperialistic wars” would end. He also believed that an international organization should institute democracy and prevent power struggles among nations. His ideas extend the vision of the Charter and call for additional reforms; however, the removal of the economic causes of war and the opening of the world’s resources to all nations on an equal basis was already a goal of the Charter’s economic provisions. The Allies intended that an international organization would provide collective security and solve disputes before they turned into aggression and war.

Not only did the Allies lay out their goals for the war in the Atlantic Charter, they continued to emphasize these goals in statements made after the Conference concluded. In their “Statement on the Atlantic Charter Meeting” issued on August 14, 1941, Roosevelt and Churchill expressed their understanding of the threat that
Axis conquest posed to “world civilization” and that in the Charter, they enumerated the actions they had taken to ensure their own safety “in the face of these dangers.” This statement shows that the Charter is first and foremost a response to Axis aggression and that the Allies’ primary goal was to end this aggression, a statement intended to be more palatable to isolationist America than would any statement that promoted a more imperialistic reason for intervention. Roosevelt sought to give isolationists little reason to protest, and in presenting the United States and Great Britain as doing nothing more than responding to aggression, Roosevelt increased the chances that the document and the American response to Axis aggression would be well-received. In his message to Congress reporting on the Conference, Roosevelt called the eight points of the Charter the only “sound basis for genuine world tranquility,” and cautioned against a peace in which the Nazis would control conquered territories and have the opportunity to prepare for another war.

Similar statements of purpose were made in the “Joint Declaration of the United Nations on Cooperation for Victory,” issued on January 1, 1942. In this declaration, the 26 signatories pledged themselves to the “common program of purposes and principles” articulated in the Charter and promised all their resources to the response to Axis aggression. These nations also promised to cooperate, to act unilaterally, and to refrain from making separate peace treaties with Axis powers. In this declaration, these nations also stated that they pledged themselves to a “complete victory...to defend life, liberty, independence, and religious freedom” while seeking “to preserve human rights and justice” everywhere. These statements were extensions of the moral principles outlined in the Atlantic Charter and applied these principles to the aims of other nations, reflecting the adoption of the Charter’s goals by each nation as its own goals in fighting the war. The “Joint Declaration” also showed that the Charter was a guide for other nations to follow as they aided the Allies and opened the way for these nations to officially join the Allies at a later time. President Roosevelt also continued to discuss the Charter’s principles and articulated the purposes of the war in his Fireside Chat of February 23, 1942. He
called the United Nations “an association of independent peoples of equal dignity and equal importance” devoted to the “common cause” of stopping Axis aggression and united in “the anguish and the awful sacrifices of war.” In Roosevelt’s view, the purpose of the war was to stop Axis aggression, and all nations had to respond to this aggression in order to end the pain brought by war.

American political rhetoric consistently rearticulated the ideals of the Atlantic Charter throughout 1943 and 1944, demonstrating a continued commitment to this vision. On January 1, 1943, Roosevelt marked the first anniversary of the signing of the “Joint Declaration” with a statement that reminded the world of the United Nations’ commitment to destroying “military aggression, treaty violation, and calculated savagery” and to re-establishing life, liberty, and the pursuit of happiness as the “cherished ideals of mankind” and the foundation of peace, again naming these as the principles that should govern the post-war world. In this statement, Roosevelt also rearticulated that the purposes of the war were to end “the present bandit assault upon civilization,” to prevent such an assault from ever happening again, and to use international cooperation to achieve a lasting peace.48 In his State of the Union address that year, Roosevelt repeated his belief that disarmament of Germany and Japan was necessary, and later in 1943, he called for unconditional surrender followed by political and economic security, not “ruin under the United Nations,” as was the result of the peace after World War I.49 These statements again show Roosevelt’s intentions in fighting the war, his vision for peace and his consistent commitment to fulfilling the aims of the Atlantic Charter.

Roosevelt was not the only person continuing to articulate the ideals of the Atlantic Charter in 1943 and 1944. In November 1943, the United States Senate issued a “Resolution on War and Peace Aims” that repeated the desire to secure a “complete victory” and “a just and honorable peace.” This shows that the Senate acknowledged the need for an international organization that recognized the “sovereign equality of all peace-loving states” in order to maintain peace after the war, reflecting the continuation of the philosophies expressed in Wilson’s Fourteen Points and the Atlantic Charter.50 At Tehran in December 1943, Roosevelt, Stalin,
and Churchill clearly restated the ideals of the Atlantic Charter as they pledged that their countries would cooperate in the war and in the peace following the war. They also recommitted themselves to achieving an “enduring Peace” that would eliminate “the scourge and terror of war for many generations” and to creating “a world family of Democratic Nations.”  

The Democratic Party Platform of 1944 pledged the Party to continuing the war in order to defeat enemies, to usher in a lasting peace, and to provide the force needed to maintain peace and to prevent other nations from preparing for war. The Platform also expressed the Party’s desire to form an international body in which all states would be equal and able to join in order to ensure peace and security as well as the desire to develop an international court of justice to settle international disputes.

Finally, the Platform articulated the Democratic Party’s support for the Atlantic Charter, the Four Freedoms, and the goal of extending these principles to the United Nations and to all the countries of the world, statements which demonstrate the influence of these ideals and the enduring commitment of the United States to preserving and spreading the principles Roosevelt and Churchill had articulated in the Atlantic Charter.

In the days following the Atlantic Conference, there were many expressions of praise and support for the Conference and the Charter. Senate Majority Leader Alben Barkley lauded Roosevelt’s emphasis of “the high aims set forth” in the Charter and believed they would resonate “in the hearts of all lovers of human freedoms.”

A group of sixteen influential Americans holding political and civil power spoke in support of the Charter and of the necessity of guaranteeing peace and collective security. A newspaper in Switzerland called the document a “Magna Charta of freedom” that would affect “the course of the war” and “the future history of mankind,” while American journalist P.J. Philip reported that Canadian Prime Minister William MacKenzie King supported the Charter and the Canadian people’s solidarity with the United States and Great Britain in their vision for the post-war world, even though the Canadian public was more concerned with how the war would be fought.

Even though many praised the values expressed in the Atlantic Charter, the document also had its critics. American isolationists
opposed the Charter, fearing that the United States would have to protect Great Britain again, and newspapers such as the Chicago Tribune and the New York Journal-American condemned Roosevelt for discussing strategy with a leader of a nation at war.\textsuperscript{57} Isolationists also accused Roosevelt of making an alliance with Great Britain and were angered by the Charter’s aims, as they believed that these principles, especially those in Article VI, could be accomplished without going to war.\textsuperscript{58} In their view, the document omitted Roosevelt’s freedom of religion, demonstrating the influence of “the godless Soviet Union” over “the cynical Roosevelt and Churchill.” Robert Sherwood, however, called this an “oversight” on the part of the Allies and reminds us that the “Joint Declaration” specifically pledged these nations to the protection of religious freedom.\textsuperscript{59} In the days after the Conference, Roosevelt stated that the freedoms of religion and of information were “implicit in the eight points,” even though Senate isolationists did not believe he could deliver on this promise given the presence of Stalin’s government.\textsuperscript{60}

Criticism also came from abroad, from both the Axis and the Allies. The Axis press responded to the Charter and its “generalities...with ridicule,” and Axis governments withheld the full text of the document, which, in the observation of William Langer and S. Everett Gleason, revealed the degree to which the Charter had value as propaganda.\textsuperscript{61} Nicholas Halasz, a foreign observer of Roosevelt, wrote that the Nazis feared the Charter would inspire subject peoples to rise up against Nazi rule.\textsuperscript{62} He reported that the German newspaper Volkischer Beobachter called Roosevelt and Churchill war criminals and accused Roosevelt of betraying the German people, while Mussolini believed that Roosevelt only hurt himself with the American people and Hitler believed the Charter was evidence of Jewish influence over Roosevelt.\textsuperscript{63}

In addition to his opposition to the destruction of Great Britain’s colonial empire, Churchill was uncomfortable with the desire to destroy trade barriers; he feared that Britain would be at an economic disadvantage after the war and believed it was necessary to protect the country’s economic opportunities.\textsuperscript{64} Churchill also wanted Article VIII to contain an explicit statement defining an international peacekeeping organization, but Roosevelt wanted to avoid such a
statement, as he feared the response of Congress and the American public. Soviet Premier Joseph Stalin also initially opposed the Charter’s principles of self-determination and equality of economic opportunity; he later desired a sphere of influence in Eastern Europe and became angry when the United States insisted on maintaining pre-war territorial boundaries. In September 1941, Russia’s ambassador to Great Britain agreed to adhere to the Charter, even though Stalin still wanted to lay claim to Poland and believed that the territorial provisions of the Charter attacked Soviet dominance in the Baltic.

In 1942, L. H. Woolsey made more significant criticisms of the Charter. He recognized that the foundation for a world order was beginning to appear and it was clear that each nation had a different view of the post-war world order. He faulted the Charter for not having a provision to settle disputes or to use means other than force to solve problems, and he instead believed world leaders had the opportunity to make existing structures more effective in resolving conflict. He also thought that there should have been some provision for a legislative method in order to ensure peaceful responses to post-war economic and social concerns and that the Charter omitted details describing how an international organization would be funded and would use peacekeeping troops. While his criticisms were accurate to a point, he did not see that the Atlantic Charter was only supposed to be the vision and the outline for the war and for the world after the war; it was not supposed to cover the specifics in the way a United Nations Charter or a peace treaty would. To make these claims is the same as faulting the Founding Fathers for not including in the Declaration of Independence the form of government that the colonies wanted and the details of political organization that were appropriately saved for the Articles of Confederation and the Constitution.

Paul Einzig’s criticism was not as stark as that of L. H. Woolsey, but he made important comments that reveal other potential weaknesses of the Atlantic Charter. He wrote in 1942 about Germany’s economic disarmament and believed that it was necessary to develop a way to protect Europe from future German aggression without ruining the German people’s living standards, in keeping
with the Atlantic Charter’s pledge to respect nations vanquished by the Allies. He believed that economic disarmament was a crucial part of instituting peace because it prevented a country like Germany from rapidly rearming as soon as it was politically feasible. Einzig argued that one of the reasons the Versailles treaty failed was because it provided only for Germany’s military disarmament; as a result, the country no longer had the need for defense spending, making it easier for the government to pay reparations and borrow capital while failing to reduce the capacity to produce arms. Einzig recognized that economic disarmament could harm the German population; he believed that it was necessary to eliminate only the country’s reserves of raw materials and the industries that could contribute to rearmament while providing for European independence from German trade and for German dependence on overseas imports.

While these seemed like logical measures and certainly would have reduced the German capacity to produce weapons, there was not, as Einzig himself observed, any way to guarantee that Germany would not rearm. His argument also assumed that a strong Germany was the cause of war and a weak Germany would eliminate war, two assumptions that oversimplify political conflicts. Einzig thought it would be most effective to reduce the ability of Germany to participate in the world economy, but in following his recommendation, the world would have failed to uphold the ideal in the Atlantic Charter of guaranteeing to all nations equitable participation in the world economy. Theoretically, a disarmed Germany could ask the United Nations for economic assistance, but this would open the door for exploitation and further punishment of Germany by nations who chose to ignore the ideals of the Charter, creating the potential for future conflict.

It is clear that the ideals of the Atlantic Charter have not been fulfilled; indeed, deviation from the Charter’s ideals began during the war. The idea of having a world free from militarism and spheres of influence was not fully embraced by Stalin or Churchill; only Roosevelt believed that the world could be governed by an international organization that used democratic values to resolve disputes and preserve world peace and security. L. L. Bernard explained
that at the Yalta Conference, the Allies promised territories to the Soviet Union and in their post-war diplomacy failed to respect the rights of the peoples of Indonesia, Greece, Italy, Belgium, and other nations to choose their own governments while many Jews in Palestine, Europeans, and Asians did not have freedom from fear.  

Walter LaFeber also described how the United States had come to seek its own interests in the course of the Yalta Conference and wanted to preserve its own access to the world’s resources.

This failure to uphold Charter’s ideals continued after the war. Bernard further accused the United States and Great Britain of standing for national self-determination only in areas in which the Russians sought to establish Communist states and accused the United States of failing to work toward improving labor standards or reducing discrimination within its own borders. He also believed that the world failed to deliver on the Charter’s promise of freedom of sea travel since prices of transportation were high when he wrote in 1946. He did not realize, however, that the Charter envisioned protection from hostile forces, not market forces. Bernard saw veto power in the United Nations, the production of atomic bombs, U.S. military spending, and “a new Holy Alliance” as symptoms of a failure to practice collective security and the abandonment of force.

Foster Dulles and Gerald Ridinger also realized that the United States had backed down on its promise to extend the Charter to colonized peoples in an effort not to alienate necessary allies among the European colonial powers. Even Roosevelt realized that none other than his coauthor Winston Churchill had pulled away from the Charter’s ideals; Dulles and Ridinger explained that Roosevelt believed that the Charter brought hope to England at a time when the outcome of the war did not look very favorable, but that by the time of Yalta, Britain was winning the war and therefore in a position to do whatever it wanted, including turning away from the vision articulated in the Atlantic Charter four years earlier. Looking back on the history of the second half of the 20th century, it is evident that these moments in the mid-1940s were the first of many that showed how the Atlantic Charter’s ideals were largely put aside as the peace was negotiated and as the Cold War and its associated conflicts began to develop and how the Charter’s
principles largely did not become the principles that governed the post-war world.

Some scholars question the importance of the Atlantic Charter as well as its status as a binding statement of policy. John Flynn believed the Charter was merely a “screen to hide what had actually been done at Placentia Bay,” and Warren Kimball saw the Charter as the best-known result of the Conference but “a less important accomplishment” in the long-term. In his view, the document was written for the public and “to ward off the attacks” of isolationists.\(^8^4\) Kimball agreed with Otis Graham and Meghan Robinson Wander in saying that the Conference’s importance lay in the establishment of cooperation between Churchill and Roosevelt and their respective countries.\(^8^5\) Graham and Wander also believed that the document only “papered over” areas in which Churchill and Roosevelt had yet to find common ground, responded to isolationist concerns, and kept Britain from advancing more specific war aims.\(^8^6\) John Gunther reported that the British “did not take the charter as seriously” as did the Americans, while Robert Sherwood called the Charter a “publicity handout” that ended up being more powerful than the British anticipated.\(^8^7\) Eric Larrabee noted that the Atlantic Charter was nothing more than a press release that “seems to have had little impact on public opinion.”\(^8^8\) He may have been correct in this assertion if we are to believe James Burns’s statement that shortly after the Conference, three-quarters of Americans were aware of the meeting and the Charter but by five months after the Conference, less than one-fourth of the population claimed to know what the Charter was.\(^8^9\)

Franklin Roosevelt himself made a surprising statement in 1944 on the status of the Charter; he claimed that the document did not carry the authority of an executive order or a treaty because he and Churchill had not officially signed it and the Senate had not ratified it (Robert Sherwood pointed out that this course of action would have risked rejection of the Charter by the Senate). Roosevelt went on to say that the Charter was issued as a press release and that others had given it its “honorific” title, and soon after, it was learned that the framed copy of the document on the wall of the National Museum had been ordered removed.\(^9^0\) This was a surprising state-
ment on Roosevelt’s part, especially considering the many occasions on which he emphasized the values and ideals embodied in the Charter. All of these perspectives help to demonstrate possible reasons why the Charter was so easily abandoned in the later years of the war, as well as the absence of substantial discussion of the Charter from many histories of the era. However, this view does not acknowledge the many times in which Roosevelt spoke in support of the Charter and its principles and the support it earned from people around the world, most notably in the Joint Declaration of the United Nations. Even if the Charter did not carry the weight of a more “official” document, its principles were important motivators to these nations as they responded to Axis aggression in the early years of the war.

Even though the promise of the Atlantic Charter has not yet been realized and many do not consider it a momentous or legitimate document, it is still an important document in the history of World War II. It revealed Roosevelt’s attitude toward the Axis and toward fighting the war and anticipated the principles he likely would have brought to the post-war peace discussions had he lived to see the end of the war. The document showed that world leaders understood that there was an alternative to the political order that had arisen under totalitarian governments, reemphasized the idealism of democratic ideology, reaffirmed the belief that principles of equality and cooperation were necessary for the collective benefit of all peoples, and demonstrated how wars would continue if these ideals were ignored. It provided a legitimate solution to the problem of war and outlined clear alternatives to future wars. Yes, the Charter’s principles have not been fulfilled, and nations, including the Allied powers and their descendents, have not embraced these principles in the way that Roosevelt envisioned, but this document shows what it takes for people to end war and aggression, serves as a guide and a resource for all those who choose to work toward this vision, and is available as a model for those who renew the quest to maintain peace, for those nations that count themselves among “peace-loving nations,” and for individuals who want the dream of an end to all war to become a reality.
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A n overlooked aspect of political discourse is the extent to which political analysts are influenced by the climate in which they operate. Regimes throughout history have both directly and indirectly influenced the political attitudes of even their most prominent and public citizens. This point is visible in the writings of Niccolo Machiavelli, a Florentine statesman, politician, author, and one of the most salient figures to emerge from the Italian Renaissance of the 15th and 16th centuries. Though he was a key player in the politics of the day, the source of his long-lasting fame, of course, was not his activities as a politician, but his literary output. During his lifetime, Machiavelli produced many notable works, including his *Discourse on Livy*, *The Art of War*, *Madrangola*, *Florentine Histories*, and his greatest, *The Prince*. A multitude of volumes have been written concerning this work, for which he is often hailed as one of the most influential figures of political philosophy. *The Prince*, however, was written with an underlying motive, the existence of which must be acknowledged before it can truly be understood. Machiavelli, a man accustomed to the privileges and luxuries of public court life had, by the time of his writing *The Prince*, been exiled from Florence and forced out
of public life; as such, much of what he wrote afterward, including *The Prince*, was prepared with an eye towards ingratiating himself to Florence’s ruling family, the Medici, in hopes that he might gain their favor and return to the politics of his beloved city. Thus, while Machiavelli’s writing certainly does contain valid and sincere political analysis, it also represents an attempt on his part to return to the public arena for which he longed dearly, and clearly illustrates the extent to which public political figures can be influenced in their opinions by regime attitude.

In order to understand Machiavelli’s desire to return to the political sphere following his exile, one must understand something of his early career. Machiavelli’s formative years found him longing for the chance to serve in public office, a chance which was granted him upon his election to the position of secretary to the Second Chancery in Florence in 1498 at the age of 29. Machiavelli held this position for 14 years, during which time he traveled on diplomatic missions both within Italy and beyond, became acquainted with many of Europe’s leading power players, including Cesare Borgia and Louis XII, learned invaluable lessons concerning the ways of power politics, and served as a military advisor and organizer, assembling infantry forces for Italian military campaigns as well as the Florentine militia. Machiavelli, however, a dedicated servant of the Florentine republic since the beginning of his public career, eventually fell victim to a change of political fortune: in 1512 Florence once again came under the domination of the Pope, who restored the city’s former ruling family, the Medici, to power. Machiavelli found himself without a job.\(^1\)

Following the loss of his position, Machiavelli’s fortunes only continued to worsen. In February of 1513, he was included on a list of public figures thought to be unfriendly to the Medici, and was arrested and subsequently tortured on the rack. This is an important point to understand, that even before he began work on *The Prince*, Machiavelli had experienced not only rejection but also violence and pain at the hands of the Medici; Machiavelli’s almost immediate efforts following his release to impress the Medici are thus even easier to understand. His release came upon the election
of a new pope, and, indeed, he very quickly made his first appeal to his friend Francesco Vettori to see if Vettori could assist him in getting a position within the new Medici government. Vettori, a servant of the republic who had managed to attain the favor of the Medici and thus keep his position, was the principle outlet through whom Machiavelli would seek to gain the Medici’s attention and favor Medici. “If it is possible,” he wrote to Vettori on March 13th, “remind our Lordship about me in order that…either he or his family might start engaging my services in some way or other, because I believe I shall do honor to you and do something useful for me.” Otherwise, as he wrote on March 18th, he would, “get on as I did when I came here: I was born in poverty and at an early age learned how to scrimp rather than to thrive.” Vettori, for his part, replied to Machiavelli that he was not the right man to plead Machiavelli’s case, and seeing no other avenues open to him at the moment, Machiavelli withdrew to his house at Sant’ Andrea in Percussina, seven miles south of Florence, where he would begin what would later become *The Prince*. 

Clearly, from the first days and months of his exit from mainstream Florentine politics, Machiavelli was planning his return. The fact that Vettori was not optimistic did not damper Machiavelli’s efforts; indeed, he continued urging Vettori to offer his services to the Medici. In the meantime, Machiavelli continued to talk politics. On April 9, before he left for Sant’ Andrea, Machiavelli included this telling passage in a letter to Vettori, saying that, “Fortune has seen to it that since I do not know how to talk about either the silk or the wool trade, or profits or losses, I must talk about politics.” This was a statement that Vettori immediately seized upon, as he shortly thereafter asked Machiavelli for his opinions concerning the state of European politics and the possibility of an alliance between France and Spain; the written exchange that ensued came to be known as the “peace correspondence,” in which each proposed scenarios that would bring peace to Italy, inviting the other to criticize their proposals. Thus it was that, following his dismissal from public life, Machiavelli found himself in a position in which he sought to regain the favor of the Medici, and in which he had
both expressed his wish and been asked to continue discussing the political situation of the day. The stage for the writing of *The Prince* had been set.\(^7\)

To treat *The Prince* as solely an attempt to remind the Medici of Machiavelli’s political insight and potential usefulness would surely be ridiculous; to do so would be to dismiss a great literary work and one of the most astute analyses of politics ever written. Still, it must be noted that, even from the beginning, Machiavelli’s great hope was that his work, which he initially called *De principatibus*, meaning “on principalities,” would catch the Medici’s attention Medici, who at this point ruled Rome through Pope Leo X, formerly Giovanni dei Medici, and Florence through Lorenzo de’ Medici and Giuliano de’ Medici, one of Leo’s top advisors. Machiavelli hoped that, if a member of the family could be coaxed into reading his work, it would become obvious that, better than any other political observer of the day, he was acquainted with the ways in which a prince must consolidate power, especially a prince who had recently taken power, as had the Medici.\(^8\)

That *The Prince* was meant as more than a mere political tome is particularly evident in Machiavelli’s letter of December 10, 1513 to Vettori, cited by author J.R. Hale as “perhaps the most famous letter ever written by an Italian.”\(^9\) In it, Machiavelli describes daily life on his Sant’ Andrea estate, and the solace he finds in returning to his study following a long day’s work to write of the political lessons he had learned both from his experience and from that of the ancients. Toward the end of the letter, Machiavelli states his intention to dedicate his work to Giuliano, as he believes his work to be acceptable to a new prince. Machiavelli also wonders aloud whether he should present his work to Giuliano himself or have it sent to him, citing his fear that, should he present it to Giuliano, that it would not be read or that one of Giuliano’s secretaries might take credit for it; on this point, he asks Vettori’s advice. The most revealing part of the letter, in terms of Machiavelli’s true intentions, comes in the final paragraph, in which he writes, “Besides, there is my desire that these Medici princes should begin to engage my services, even if they should start out by having me roll along a stone.”\(^10\) Although this last statement is likely an exaggeration on
Machiavelli’s part, it without doubt expresses his desire to find employment under the Medici, and the body of the letter confirms that Machiavelli’s plan is to use his work as a springboard toward such employment.

As a work of literature, *The Prince* is one of the most important books ever written. It is first and foremost a discussion of principalities, and the ways in which such entities can be effectively ruled. As evidence for the assertions and recommendations he makes, Machiavelli uses examples from history, including recent Florentine history, but most importantly he utilizes his own political experience. Indeed, biographer and historian J.R. Hale has written, “There is hardly a year from Machiavelli’s career in the chancery that cannot be shown to have provided some evidence…that helped to shape *The Prince.*” The questions Machiavelli ponders are questions that have eternally vexed rulers and statesman and continue to do so today: whether it is better for a ruler to be feared than loved; what is the proper mode to run an army; how liberal or conservative a reputation a ruler should desire; do the ends justify the means? The material contained within *The Prince,* and the scholarly discussion it has generated in the centuries since its publication, has been of incalculable importance to the development of the study of political science and to the general understanding of the human condition, and as such to dismiss the work as merely an attempt to gain the favor of the Medici would be misguided. However, particularly when considered in conjunction with Machiavelli’s personal correspondence, even within the text itself it is evident that *The Prince* was specifically meant for the Medici, with an eye towards Machiavelli’s own political advancement.

As has already been established, Machiavelli sought to show the Medici, themselves new rulers, that he understood the ways in which a new prince should exercise power, and to this end he includes several chapters discussing how a ruler who has recently taken power should operate. To demonstrate his mastery of the subject, Machiavelli attacks it from several different angles: he includes chapters discussing “How Many Are the Kinds of Principalities and in What Modes They Are Acquired,” “How Cities or Principalities Which Lived by Their Own Laws before They Were
Occupied Should Be Administered,” “Of New Principalities That Are Acquired through One’s Own Arms and Virtue,” and “Of New Principalities That Are Acquired by Others’ Arms and Fortune.” The most applicable to the situation of the Medici, who had returned to power largely through the machinations of the Pope and his allies, was the chapter discussing rulers who come to power through fortune or the arms of others. Here, Machiavelli discusses two historical examples: Alexander the Great and Cesare Borgia. Analyzing the actions of both men, Machiavelli concludes with little exception that, in such a situation, Borgia is the example which a new ruler should seek to emulate. Thus, Machiavelli suggests that the Medici follow the example of a man, who though reviled by history, was seen by many during this period as a strong leader and decisive actor, despite his quick decline following the death of his father, Pope Alexander VI. This was clearly a suggestion which he hoped would appeal to the Medici.¹³

Further evidence of Machiavelli’s intention that *The Prince* impress upon the Medici his keen understanding of Italian affairs and his suitability as an advisor on this topic comes in *The Prince’s* final chapter, called “Exhortation to Seize Italy and to Free Her from the Barbarians” by Machiavelli but known to history as the *exhortatio*. This chapter, termed by author Charles D. Tarlton a “daydream narrative,” describes a scenario in which a strong leader emerges on the Italian scene and leads Italy back to her former glory, a task made easier by the counsel Machiavelli himself has provided within *The Prince’s* pages. Machiavelli additionally criticizes past Italian military customs and practices, but highlights Italian courage and details the weaknesses he has observed in foreign armies, especially the French and the Swiss, which would allow for an Italian triumph.¹⁴ Leading such a movement, Machiavelli assures his reader, will bring “reputation and prestige,” and he ends his work by urging action and impressing upon the reader that the time is right for such action. Throughout this final chapter, Machiavelli refers to a “you” whom he never names as well as “your illustrious house” and, although he never explicitly states this, it is clear both from the text and the analysis of Machiavelli’s own situation and his
personal correspondence that the unnamed prince he writes of is a member of the Medici household.\textsuperscript{15}

Thus, this final chapter provides more clear evidence of Machiavelli’s hope that his work would lead to his being welcomed back into Florentine politics by the Medici. Surely other factors played into the writing of this chapter, including Machiavelli’s own sense of Italian patriotism, and one could argue that the \textit{exhortatio} represents Machiavelli’s solution to the problems he describes throughout the text, but there is equally no denying that Machiavelli hoped that the Medici would read this chapter and employ him to aid in the completion of the mission he sets forth.\textsuperscript{16} Uniting Italy under a common banner, Machiavelli writes, “is not very difficult if you summon up the actions and lives of those named above.”\textsuperscript{17} In writing this, his message to the Medici is that, by examining the examples and analyses Machiavelli has alluded to in the \textit{exhortatio} and described at length earlier in his work, Italy might be freed from her distresses with ease. It is no great leap, then, to postulate that Machiavelli hoped the Medici would extrapolate on this point, and deciding to embark on the course of action described in this final chapter, seek his counsel and take him on as an advisor to their campaign.

\textit{The Prince} as a general work of political theory has often been called cynical and even evil, and while the more cynical aspects of the work have received some unfair criticism and those less cynical have been overlooked, there is an extent to which its overall philosophy lends itself to the conclusion that Machiavelli wanted dearly to impress upon the Medici his potential usefulness. The Medici’s influence is most clearly understandable in this point: Machiavelli, previously a staunch enemy of tyranny and a servant of the republic, advocates courses of action throughout his book which can easily be described as tyrannical. This apparent contradiction has led commentators on his work to wonder whether or not Machiavelli really believed in the policies and strategies he advocated in \textit{The Prince}. This position takes the idea that Machiavelli wrote \textit{The Prince} primarily for the eyes of the Medici and suggests that, in addition, he merely wrote what he believed would be palatable to Florence’s
ruling family, hoping that through a detached and cynical appraisal of the Italian political scene and politics in general he could work his way back into their good graces. This position is strengthened too by the fact that Machiavelli wrote *The Prince* during somewhat of a respite from writing one of his lengthier works, his *Discourses on Livy*. The timing of this respite, occurring as it did when a new pope reigned in Rome and during the early stages of the Medici’s resurgence in Florence, suggests that Machiavelli recognized that these changes might afford him a new lease on his political career. This all lends itself to the idea that Machiavelli wrote less of what he truly believed about politics, concentrating more on what he thought most likely to be acceptable to the Medici.\(^{18}\)

Upon the completion of *The Prince*, Machiavelli was no less hopeful that his work would earn him a return to Florentine politics. In his previously mentioned letter of December 10, 1513, Machiavelli had requested that Vettori review his work and provide feedback; Machiavelli did not receive a reply until December 24, in which Vettori mentioned that he saw no position for Machiavelli in Florence, but that he would reconsider this statement upon seeing the full manuscript. Machiavelli, resigned to the conclusion that Vettori was not the strong advocate who could best present his works to the Medici, relented in his correspondence, turning to other subjects.\(^ {19}\) It is worth noting here that, prior to any attempted presentation of the book to a member of the Medici house, the death of Giuliano necessitated that Machiavelli rededicate the book to Lorenzo de’ Medici.\(^ {20}\)

It is almost certain that Lorenzo neglected to read *The Prince* upon receiving it in 1516, and certainly its pages did not usher Machiavelli back into Italian politics, as he had hoped.\(^ {21}\) There does, however, exist a story in which Machiavelli presents a member of the family with the book on the same day that another presents the family with a fine pair of hunting dogs, which interests this particular family member far more. Edmond Barincou, the recorder of this story, reports that, seeing the lack of interest in his work, Machiavelli verbally threatened the Medici, saying, “that though he was not a man to plot against princes, his book would avenge him.” In any case, Machiavelli was never hired by the Medici in the capac-
ity he sought, despite later patronage as an author; indeed, many Florentines of the day believed that he had written *The Prince* “to delude the Medici with counsel that would have ruined them.”

So it was that Machiavelli’s work never achieved for him the end he desired, a return to the politically powerful status he had once enjoyed. Still, the influence of the Medici on his work has colored the way in which his work has been viewed by historians. “He owed *The Prince*…to the Medici,” wrote biographer Roberto Ridolfi, “who drove him out of office, interned him, and left him for a long time in poverty and neglect;” indeed it is impossible to truly understand the book without considering the factor of regime influence. In terms of *The Prince*’s value as a work, there is no doubt as to its merit. Machiavelli’s relationship with the Medici and his hopes that the book might facilitate his return to mainstream Italian politics are important to the story of the work, and inform the modern-day reader’s interpretation. One must conclude that, if Machiavelli really did tell the Medici that his book would one day avenge him, he was correct; despite its failure to regain him political power, his book has ensured that his name is mentioned whenever discussion of political theories and strategies are mentioned, and that he is revered by historians and political scientists as one of the ablest and most astute observers of political behavior ever to put pen to paper.
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The Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency (JAXA) was formed on October 1, 2003, as a strategic merger of three prominent Japanese scientific research institutions, each with a prosperous history spanning almost 50 years. The success of aerospace exploration by Japan has been both gradual and complex. Since its first rocket was launched in 1955, Japan has slowly come to achieve superiority in the field of rocket science as well as satellite capabilities, but rapid growth has only occurred since the formation of JAXA. JAXA focuses on research, development, and launch of satellites into orbit, asteroid exploration, and is planning a manned mission to the moon. JAXA’s “Vision 2025” called for sustainable development within the field of space exploration in order to contribute to “peace and happiness for all mankind.” It may seem unusual that Japan today is a global leader in the space program; after all, so many countries, including the United States, accomplished much more in the exploration of space nearly 40 years ago. It is important to note, however, that Japan harnessed steam power in a mere five years in the late 19th century, doing so only after the exploitation of western technology. We shall see the same progress made by the newly-formed JAXA and Japan’s quick rise
into one of the most powerful space exploration nations in the 21st century. When accomplished, JAXA’s rise to power may well create major implications in the area of international space cooperation, such as complicate the relationship between JAXA and NASA, jeopardize Europe’s position, and more worrisome- further fuel the contentious space race between Japan and China.

Japan began its journey to innovator and powerhouse in the 19th century. Unbeknownst to the world and to even Japan, Commodore Matthew C. Perry’s arrival at Edo Bay on July 8, 1853, ignited the spirit of innovation that is even today still deeply embedded in the Japanese psyche. Bearing a letter from President Millard Fillmore, Perry forcefully requested that Japan open itself to trade with America, announcing that refusal would be met with force. Realizing that they could not defeat Perry and the modern weaponry of his “Black Ships,” the Japanese allowed Perry to present the letter to the shogun. Perry instructed the Japanese that he would return in 1854 with the expectation that a treaty would be completed according to the “suggestions” made by President Fillmore. The Japanese wearily obliged, and the treaty accomplished the re-opening of Japan after 200 years of isolation. Although this treaty heavily favored the United States, there were significant benefits to Japan in signing it. The Meiji Emperors understood that innovation and westernization was the only way to maintain a Japan free from colonization. The Meiji rulers’ ambition and dedication indoctrinated their people with the drive and entrepreneurial spirit that led Japan to rapid industrialization, modernizing its military and improving transportation, most notably by harnessing steam power in only five years. By rapidly industrializing and utilizing western technologies, Japan became one of the world’s foremost powers by the turn of the 20th century. Of course, by mimicking the West and becoming a global power, Japan became susceptible to the same problem the great European powers of the time were facing - the desire for more.

Japan’s modernization led it into competition for lands and resources throughout the Asian continent. These policies, to the dismay of the world, eventually led to the destruction of the transformed and industrialized Japan. World War II severely damaged
Japan’s economy and infrastructure. With the coming of the war, everything the Meiji rulers built between 1853 and 1945 was destroyed. But it was again the U.S. that aided in rebuilding Japan by turning it once more into one of the foremost economies in the world. The story of Japan’s modernization is vital in the context of understanding the formation of JAXA.

Following World War II Japan was at the mercy of the United States, which occupied Japan after the war. As in the aftermath of Perry’s monumental journey to Edo Bay, postwar Japan was forced to restructure and reshape its society based on recommendations by the United States. Once again, Japan began to rebuild both the spirit and structure of its society. The country took on an innovative spirit that accepted modern, western technology and used it to rebuild its industrial complex and economy. During the past century, the Japanese had come to perfect the keen ability to pull apart a piece of technology and rebuild it better at less expense. The idea of innovation and becoming a leader in the global economy transcended other aspects of Japanese policy. The Japanese space program was one beneficiary of this restored spirit of innovation. To fully comprehend and understand JAXA’s Vision, it is necessary to analyze the history of the three institutions from which it was created in 2003.

JAXA’s beginning can be attributed to Hideo Itokawa, whose rocket program launched the beginning of the Japanese space program. Itokawa began designing and building small solid-fuel rockets at the Institute of Industrial Science at the University of Tokyo in 1951. Itokawa and his students created rockets so small they were named “Pencil” rockets. The group made these tiny rockets with cheap, raw materials and, after an exhaustive number of firings, the group discovered the best type of fuel, nozzle configuration, and shape for the stabilizing fins. By 1955, the group had grown confident enough to display its hard work to the public. As other countries began to receive press coverage for the progress of their rocket development, the Japanese government realized the necessity of starting a program. Japan’s response was the establishment of the National Aerospace Laboratory of Japan (NAL) in July 1955. NAL was created in order to vigorously pursue research on aircraft,
rockets, and other aeronautical transportation systems, and all necessary “peripheral technology.” NAL also strived to provide superior testing facilities, making them available to all companies and organizations involved in Japan’s space and aerospace industries.

Soon after the formation of NAL, the infamous “space race” between the United States and Soviet Union, an offshoot of the arms race, began with the Soviet launch of Sputnik I on October 4, 1957. The launch of Sputnik sent shockwaves across the world. The Soviets had beaten the U.S. to space, signifying a considerable threat to the security of all other nations because of the possibility of military actions from space. The Soviets had shown that they had the ideology as well as the technological and economic prowess to make these fears a reality. The race was not only about the Soviet possession of superior technology, but the idea that the Soviets possessed superior technology threatened the democratic world’s culture and ideology. The race was thus undertaken not only to salvage U.S. general morale and to display American technical abilities, but also to generate public support for an aggressive and very costly space program and to promote math and science in the U.S. educational system.

Japan, like the United States, was both shocked and worried at the prospect of the Soviets ruling space. The Japanese government decided to pursue the development of a space program more aggressively. The Prime Minister’s office established the National Space Activities Council in 1958 to investigate how to proceed with space research and development. The first step was to establish the University of Tokyo’s rocket research program as an official organization, the Institute of Space and Astronautical Science (ISAS), in 1964. ISAS merged the Institute of Industrial Science with the Institute of Aeronautics. This combination of forces allowed space science experts and engineers to collaborate effectively.

By 1968, ISAS had made substantial advances in both rocket science and scientific satellites. By this time, Japan was at the height of the “golden 60’s.” The nation experienced significant economic growth, especially in manufacturing, and advancements in science and technology. Realizing the profit potential of the space industry, many Japanese businesses were eager to get involved. They began
pressuring the Japanese government for an ambitious space program that would cultivate a robust private industry where space-oriented businesses could flourish. The economy’s growth and this ambition in the private sector led the Japanese government to expand its goals in space. In June 1968, the Space Activities Promotion Council was created to design a Japanese space program. The Council brought together over 89 companies involved in space activities in order to present the needs of space-based companies to the government, recommend development ideas for space activities, and spread space-knowledge to the public. Topics discussed included applications satellites (television), liquid-hydrogen-fuelled rockets, and a space laboratory.

Further impetus was added to the development of a Japanese space program when American astronaut Neil Armstrong took the first step on the lunar surface on July 20, 1969. It was now imperative for the Japanese to quickly develop a serious space program if they desired a dominant position in the field of advanced, space-related technology. To accomplish the varied tasks discussed by the Space Activities Promotion Council, the Japanese government established the National Space Development Agency in 1969 under the National Space Development Agency Law, commonly referred to as the “1969 Law.” NASDA would act as the main space program agency, leading the other agencies in the development of space and the promotion of space’s peaceful usage. NASDA was comprised of the National Space Development Center of the Science and Technology Agency and the Radio Research Laboratory of the Ministry of Posts and Telecommunications. The combination of these agencies would allow for the development of artificial satellites, the planning of space programs, the development and launch of rockets, the tracking and control of satellites, and the ability to develop the necessary technologies, facilities, and equipment for these purposes. NASDA’s main responsibilities were the development of launch vehicles, as well as operations and the development of technology and applications satellites. NASDA’s duties would later extend to include module development for the International Space Station and the training of Japanese astronauts.

By the late 1960s, the initial stages of the development of Japan’s
space program were complete and the program had done well during the decade. Nonetheless, it was still lagging significantly behind the other space-faring nations in the world. Lodgson describes Japan’s program at this time:

In the late 1960s, Japan had decided to accelerate its acquisitions of an autonomous capability for space launch and satellite construction for missions other than space science. Japan asked the U.S. government to allow U.S. aerospace firms to license space technology to Japan to “jump start” that capability development process.\textsuperscript{11}

With the U.S. moon landing, Japan realized that it needed help boosting its space program to avoid being left behind. In 1970, Japan approached the United States regarding cooperation on rocket technology. While the Japanese’s spirit of innovation had led them to some advancements in rocket science, these did not measure up to the capabilities of either the U.S. or Soviet Union. Following the signing of its first international agreement with the U.S., Japan abandoned the rockets developed by its program and began to use the U.S. 1970 Thor/Delta rocket model, believing that it was more advantageous at this time to exploit U.S. rocket technology to help build its own program.\textsuperscript{12} The need to borrow technology in order to compete, be taken seriously and be viewed as competent by the rest of the world was nothing new for Japan. Even before the arrival of Commodore Perry to Japan in the mid-19\textsuperscript{th} century, the West had viewed Japan as weak. As previously noted, being viewed as inferior to the western world compelled the Japanese government to pursue ambitious industrial goals, such as steam power in the 19\textsuperscript{th} century. In the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, Japan was similarly led to exploit western space technology when it realized that the West had and would continue to treat it as inferior until it could prove its competence. By the end of the 20\textsuperscript{th} century, however, this had still not happened.

Since the beginning of U.S.-Japan international space cooperation, Japan had been able to successfully exploit U.S. space technology to their advantage. By the 1990s, however, Japan had still
failed to find its own footing in terms of a space program. Almost all major successes up to this point were attributable to international cooperative activities with superior programs. For example, in 1992, the Japanese space program’s budget was $150 million, five times less than those of European space-faring nations. One reason for Japan’s inferior performance in the space world was the institutionalized divide that remained since the creation of the 1969 NASDA law. Essentially, ISAS and NASDA carried on as parallel space programs, often focusing on the same goals. Not only was this a poor use of government resources, but a waste of both organizations’ potential as well. Japan needed to make a drastic move to gain its own firm footing in the space world. By the mid-1990s, there was no evidence that such a move was in the offing.

In 1995, Lieutenant Colonel J. Barry Patterson, a career communications officer with extensive experience in space and satellite communications, presented a paper titled “China’s Space Program and its Implications for the United States” to the faculty of the Air War College at Maxwell Air Force Base, Alabama. Lt. Col. Patterson’s paper not only warned of China’s space program overtaking the U.S. space program, but also spoke about the implications for America concerning the potential being expressed by both Europe and Japan. At this time, Japan was still not considered a “strong contender for business.” The evidence was in the numbers. In 1987, Japan only contributed 0.04 percent of its gross national product to its space program, compared with contributions of 0.52 percent by the U.S., 1.5 percent by the USSR’s, and 0.11 percent by France.

Lt. Col. Patterson warned that the U.S.-dominated international launch market would soon be saturated by Russia and Europe. Japan, however, was still not viewed as a major threat. Patterson claimed, “Japan started its venture into space by exploiting U.S. technology, and has used this technology to complete 24 successful launches.” Even though the Japanese had made substantial advances since they had begun exploiting U.S. technology, they were still not competent enough to seriously compete in the space industry. Japan’s H-2 rocket, for instance, was too complex and expensive and had recently failed twice. Japan was also not able to
“satisfactorily explain the reason for the catastrophic failures and thus is not a strong contender for business currently.”17 Lt. Col. Patterson continued, “to successfully compete, [Japan] will have to solve its technological problems, demonstrate a better reliability rate, and cut its launch costs.” 18

Japan was well aware that its space program was lacking in comparison to those of the United States, Russia, and Europe. Even China’s space program was becoming a threat to Japan’s. In 2001, the Japanese government decided to undergo a major reorganization of its ministries in order to consolidate its power in the hopes of running government programs more efficiently. This merger created JAXA. Following this reorganization, the newly announced space agency prepared the “Law Concerning Japanese Aerospace Exploration Agency,” which came into being as Law Number 161 on December 13, 2002. Article II defined the language contained within the Law. “Fundamental Research and Development,” is defined as research and development which falls within any of the following items:

1. Common research and development concerning science and technology;

2. Research and development concerning science and technology requiring facilities and equipment that are deemed, due to excessive cost, not appropriate to be installed redundantly at national experimental research institutes or incorporated administrative agencies (which means the incorporated administrative agencies as stipulated in Article 2, Paragraph 1 of the Incorporated Administrative Agency General Provisions Law (Law No. 103 of 1999, as amended; hereinafter referred to as the “General Provisions Law”); hereinafter the same) conducting research and development;

3. Integrated research and development concerning science and technology requiring the collaboration of multiple areas.19

The Japanese government’s rationale for the need for the merger lies
in item two. It was meant to reverse the damage done by the National Space Development Agency Law of 1969. While the law was originally thought to be a strategic move to expand the Japanese space program, the law only institutionalized the divide between the two agencies, ISAS and NASDA. Over 30 years later, the divide remained. Each had its own fields of specialization, but under the terms of the 1969 Law, the two different programs developed parallel to one another. Scientists began demanding something be done, not only to avoid duplication, but also to ensure a smooth progression for the Japanese space program. Item three of the Law Concerning JAXA officially ended the institutional division created by the 1969 Law.

The newly established JAXA has an ambitious, confident outlook on its position in the world. The Japanese government pledges, “As a leading industrial nation, Japan is responsible for taking the initiative in the creation of scientific knowledge. JAXA endeavors to add a new page to the history of aerospace development, putting Japan on the same footing as other space-technology advanced nations.” JAXA offers its own explanation for the merger, stating:

The consolidation of these three formerly independent organizations will allow a continuous and systematic approach to space exploration, from basic research to development and practical application. This also means that the best of Japan’s advanced modern aerospace technologies are gathered together - a concentration of technologies that is expected to create new energy to propel Japan’s efforts challenges to space.

Soon after the formation of JAXA, Japan would once again be challenged by the western world, which began to talk of man returning to the lunar surface. On January 15, 2004, President George W. Bush addressed the United States in the same spirit as former President John F. Kennedy in his famous speech of September 12, 1962 in which he had stated that, “We choose to go to the moon.” President Bush announced that the United States now had a renewed vision for space exploration, claiming, “The desire to explore and understand is part of our character.” Bush introduced a
very ambitious “Vision” for the U.S. space program, declaring that Americans would return to the moon by 2020 to begin preparation for a manned mission to Mars, with a goal now set for the year 2037. This announcement sent shockwaves across the scientific and aerospace world. The rest of the world was wondering what its part would be in the future of space exploration.

The first glimpse of Japanese reaction to this new American initiative came on June 21, 2004, when Kiyotaka Yashiro, the Director of JAXA’s International Relations Department, participated in the “Space Exploration and International Cooperation Symposium.” Yashiro presented “JAXA’s Views on Space Exploration” to a group of space experts at the George Washington University. Yashiro began his presentation by acknowledging how “attractive and challenging” the U.S.’s “Vision for Space Exploration” was and that Japan greatly respected the United States’ “frontier spirit.”

Yashiro spoke about how the Vision would influence the rest of the world, as well as mankind.

Yashiro’s presentation included information on programs JAXA was working on, including details of its two most successful programs, SELENE (a lunar-orbiting satellite) and LUNAR-A (a lunar surface probe). The most important part of the presentation was when Yashiro made it very clear that JAXA would soon be working on a “Vision” of its own, acknowledging national goals but emphasizing continued international cooperation, especially on the International Space Station. It was made clear that JAXA will cooperate while maintaining its identity, and that it has definite potential for exploring the Moon and Mars. It was now clear to the space community that Japan was going to take considerable part in the “space frontier” President Bush spoke of in his address.

On March 31, 2005 JAXA released its own Vision, known as “JAXA 2025.” It stated:

JAXA shall develop launch vehicles and satellites with the highest reliability and world-class capability, with a view to building a secure and prosperous society. JAXA shall also work toward taking a leadership position in the world in space science and begin preparations for Japan’s own human space activities and
for the utilization of the Moon. JAXA shall further conduct flight demonstration of a prototype hypersonic aircraft that can fly at a speed of Mach 5. With the activities listed above, JAXA shall contribute to the establishment of aerospace industry as a key industry of Japan. Its underlying goals are to maintain independence in the global society, promote Japan as a prestigious, technologically-advanced society, reap the economic benefits of space exploration, and make significant contributions to Japanese national pride by undertaking the challenge to explore space as the human frontier.

JAXA's contributions shall be to establish the capability to independently carry out space activities through the highest-level technologies in the world, to contribute to building a secure and prosperous society through the use of aerospace technologies, to advance the knowledge and expansion of the human frontier by exploring the mysteries and possibilities of the universe, to contribute to the growth of a self-sustainable space industry with world-class technological capability, and, finally, the facilitate the growth of its aviation industry and breakthroughs for future air transportation. JAXA's Vision will be implemented over the next 20 years, broken into two parts consisting of 10 years each. During the first 10 years, JAXA plans to focus its efforts by prioritizing its contributions in order to build a secure and prosperous country, while the second 10 years will be used to develop its own human space activities, including a manned mission to the moon. Japan clearly states that it will pursue international agreements with the United States, Russia, and European countries to collaborate on space activities. Japan further states that it will build partnerships in Asia and the Pacific in hopes of accomplishing its goal of being viewed as the reliable leader of the region.

Over the years, Japan has made groundbreaking advances in rocket science and led the way in satellite capabilities. While acknowledging the advancements made by the Japanese space program, one must be also acknowledge that most of this success is due to the fact that Japan began cooperating with western nations to exploit their technology. The future of Japan’s space program re-
mains unknown. We do know that JAXA’s creation has resulted in an increase in potential for Japan, and JAXA will take another large step forward in space science. JAXA will be celebrating its five-year anniversary in 2008. If the analogy of Japanese steam power is any guide, we can expect a quick progression as Japan rises to the status of a powerful, space-faring nation in the 21st century. One may ask what this means for the rest of the world. For the United States, it could mean loss of business and superiority in the arena of space science and research. For Europe, it could mean losing its middle-ground position in space exploration to the east. Last, but certainly not least, Japan’s advancements in space exploration could aggressively escalate China’s military space program. All of these outcomes would greatly affect the dynamics of international space cooperation.
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“...Greetings had changed with regimes. Under Sihanouk, people would say to friends they had not seen for some time, “How many children have you?”; under Lon Nol, “Are you in good health?”; under the Khmer Rouge, “How much food do you get in your cooperative?”; under Heng Samrin, “How many of your family are still alive?”

Cambodia has experienced decades of political instability, which have created a country ravaged by war and a people exhausted by conflict and loss who have learned trust is a liability. This lack of trust is one of many obstacles that non-governmental organizations (NGOs) are contending with today as they attempt to help rebuild Cambodian society. NGOs have proliferated in Cambodia since the emergency period of 1979-81. NGOs now form an integral part of Cambodian society. They supplement and occasionally serve as surrogates for government functions, provide employment for educated Cambodians, help regenerate civil society, raise awareness of issues among the Cambodian populace, and advocate for the people. However, they have their shortcom-
NGOs also unconsciously perpetuate the patronage system ingrained in Cambodian culture, display a lack of clarity in their objectives, and often have agendas set by donor agencies that are detached from local interests. Despite all this, NGOs have a tremendous opportunity in Cambodia; they have at their disposal the means to restore civil society, a key requisite to a functioning civilization. They are able to do this through their ability to mobilize populations into participation, provide local opportunities for educated Cambodians, serve as an advocate for the people to the government, and encourage the growth of local organizations.

Cambodia’s first constitution was drafted in 1947, establishing it as a parliamentary monarchy under Prince Norodom Sihanouk, in which “all powers emanate[d] from the King.” Development stagnated in the 1960s, and in 1970 Sirik Matak and General Lon Nol orchestrated a coup d’état. The Khmer Republic was created with Lon Nol at its head, backed by the United States. Prince Sihanouk took refuge in Beijing. In 1975, unrest seized the country once more, giving rise to Democratic Kampuchea, headed by Pol Pot. During this regime, “the entire urban population was forced to relocate to rural areas for agricultural work” and nearly all of Cambodian intelligentsia was killed or starved to death. The regime targeted “educated civil servants, military officers, and policemen in previous regimes, and ordinary citizens...More than 1 million people died of executions, starvation, disease and overwork.” Death toll estimates range as high as 2 million.

Vietnamese and Cambodian resistance forces ousted Pol Pot’s regime and overthrew the Khmer Rouge in 1979. The Vietnamese and the Soviet Union backed the new government, The People’s Republic of Kampuchea (PRK), led by Heng Samrin and controlled by a party that would later become the Cambodian’s People’s Party (CPP). Unsurprisingly, the West supported the Khmer Rouge. The PRK was renamed the State of Cambodia during reconciliation talks between Prince Sihanouk and Prime Minister Hun Sen. In 1991, the Paris Peace Accords, intended to bring peace to a conflict-weary Cambodia, were signed.

The Accords resulted in the creation of the United Nations Transitional Authority in Cambodia (UNTAC), a peace-keeping orga-
nization that was given unprecedented command powers over the Cambodian government. UNTAC was in power from 1992-1993, when it supervised The Kingdom of Cambodia’s first general elections in which a coalition government was formed between the CPP, (associated with Hun Sen), Front Uni Nacional pour un Cambodge Indépendant, Neutre, Pacifique, et Coopératif (FUNCINPEC, associated with Sihanouk), and the Buddhist Liberal Democratic Party (BLDP). The CPP and FUNCINPEC would go on to become Cambodia’s main political parties. The Sam Rainsy party is the third main political player in Cambodian politics today, first appearing in the 1998 elections. UNTAC was a complex undertaking, involving the supervision of elections, the clearing of countless mines, and the oversight of the ceasefire. Grant Curtis writes the following of its achievements:

The key elements of the UNTAC operation – peace building; the repatriation of the border population, the electoral process, including basic democracy and human rights training; and the beginnings of concerted effort to rehabilitate and rebuild the country’s basic infrastructure and services – all contributed to “Cambodia’s New Deal.” ...It must be remembered that Cambodia’s post-UNTAC future was determined largely outside the country and mostly by non-Cambodians. Imposed, at least initially, by foreign forces, Cambodia’s future course was based to a great extent on ideals or precepts alien to the country and its recent history.

UNTAC did make strides toward development in Cambodia through increased participation among citizens and the implementation of democratic principles in government, but ultimately its goals were too expansive for sweeping change to take hold in such a short time. Indeed, “somewhat paradoxically, rather than allowing the ready transplantation or grafting of new values, practices, and institutions, the weakening of traditional life seemed to reinforce or amplify the effects of the dislocations Cambodia and its people have endured.” Although well-intentioned, UNTAC was yet another interruption imposed upon the Cambodian people by outside
forces which served to hinder the development of an already diminished civil society. After UNTAC left, Cambodian government fell back into its traditional patterns of patronage and corruption.

The repercussions of decades of civil war, which did not end until 1998 when the Khmer Rouge resistance effectively ended with the death of Pol Pot, are still felt strongly in Cambodia today. The inadequate infrastructure, lack of a competent workforce, rampant corruption and domestic disquiet are exacerbated by the reality that “over 62% of Cambodia’s adult population is illiterate...only 23% [of the rural population] has access to clean water...[and] approximately half of all children are malnourished.”9 In addition, the years of war saw the entrenchment of patronage politics and dependency, channels which the elite worked through to horde the resources of the country while the rest of the population suffered levels of incredible poverty. 10 These are all conditions that the people of Cambodia and NGOs are struggling to overcome.

NGOs have had a strong presence in Cambodia since 1979, providing direly needed humanitarian and relief assistance during the emergency years of 1979-1981. They also offered vital support for the reconstruction process. 11 During UNTAC, international NGOs also helped with the formation of local NGOs. Their role in Cambodia has evolved over the years:

Throughout the 1980s, international NGOs had a special role and influence in Cambodia owing to the nonrecognition by the Western world of the Phnom Penh government... Apart from very limited funding provided through UNICEF and the World Food Program, the only Western support...was channeled through a core group of international NGOs...In the absence of other Western assistance, international NGOs working in Cambodia...served as an opening to the outside world.12

After UNTAC, when Cambodia was recognized by the Western world, NGOs began to cede some of the duties they had taken to arriving aid agencies and the government. They focused on their previously established roles, serving as the impetus for grassroots movements and aiding in the process of community-based develop-
ment. Some of these activities, mentioned earlier, include supplementing government roles, employing educated Cambodians, and regenerating civil society.

NGOs have occasionally found themselves in the position of providing for the people when the government fails or is unable to do so. This was especially the case during the 1980s, when “international nongovernmental organizations found themselves providing assistance directly to the Cambodian government in direct support of government programs and services.” Critics of this system believe governments will never step in to take responsibility for activities NGOs are already undertaking, and therefore NGOs are exacerbating issues of institutional and administrative capacity. However, in more recent years their work has taken on an auxiliary rather than substituting function due to the government’s failure to provide social services. NGOs still hold a considerable amount of influence with the government, working closely with it in an attempt to provide services in an efficient and consistent manner. The give and take between NGOs and the Cambodian government is demonstrated by the following quote from Grant Curtis: “The Royal Government eagerly accepted whatever assistance NGOs were prepared to supply to ensure maximum ‘coverage’ at the provincial level, thus enhancing its own credibility with the Cambodian electorate.” The government provides a channel through which NGOs can reach their goals, and vice versa. This testifies to the sort of power NGOs are able to wield, described by John Boli and Thomas George as the ability of “transnational organizations [to] shape the agendas and behaviour of states.” That much is clear in Cambodia.

Another function NGOs serve is as an employer of educated Cambodians. The educated class in Cambodia was all but destroyed in the late 1970s when the process of formal education halted. Thomas Clayton writes: “When the Khmer Rouge came to power in 1975, education as it had been known under Sihamouk and his successor Lon Nol ceased at all levels and in all locales...Whether because of future threats or past sins, Cambodia’s students, teachers, and professors were killed in large numbers in Democratic Kampuchea.” Basic ideologies about education were
reworked as well; there were attempts through broadcasts on the Khmer Rouge Radio to indoctrinate the Cambodian people with the idea that the only worthwhile pursuit was manual, agricultural work. Radio broadcasts claimed that the bourgeoisie had come to a revelation about the importance of manual labor over that of education and other intellectual pursuits. This attitude towards learning stagnated education in Cambodia, where it now “takes an average of 13.6 years to produce a primary school graduate.” The odds are stacked against Cambodians seeking education already, and once they have degrees, there are few opportunities to use their education as nearly 90 percent of graduates are unable to find work after completing their studies. Working for the government is an unattractive prospect, since “the current scale of salary for public officials is still far below the subsistence level...This has led public officials to work in outside jobs, to work exclusively in aid-funded projects in return for salary supplements, or to abuse their authority to generate unofficial income.” Even if a recent graduate sought a job in civil service, job opportunities are few and far between and only available to the well-connected and those able to deal under the table. Thus, NGOs provide opportunities for educated Cambodians to stay in their country and work to improve the situation. Cambodia is “considered equipped with an education system whose quality is well below the average [in a regional context]. Yet Cambodia’s leading talents are willing to pursue opportunities within the country, an encouraging sign for Cambodia’s future development.” It is a heartening prospect that Cambodia’s intellectuals are not abandoning the country in droves, a phenomenon colloquially known as “brain drain” that has afflicted other Southeast Asian countries like the Philippines.

Perhaps the most important service NGOs in Cambodia perform is aiding in the revitalization of civil society. Civil society was irrevocably damaged during Cambodia’s civil war years. Due to the decades of struggle for survival, “the very bases of traditional Cambodian society were destroyed, families were fractured, ‘old people’ were turned against ‘new people,’ and families, friends, and neighbors were forced to spy on one another as a matter of survival.” The result was a society crippled, a people unable to have
confidence in anyone, even their closest relations. The subsequent upheaval resulted in an extreme lack of trust permeating all levels of Cambodian society, which has had tremendous implications on the country’s stability.25 This lack of trust has a debilitating effect on the resuscitation of civil society, as does the culture of thinking in the short-term that was necessarily propagated among the Cambodian people. A vibrant, abiding civil society takes a long time to form, and the lack of capacity to think in the long-term, on account of uncertainty about every possible outcome, is highly detrimental to the process.26

Civil society had to “contend with deliberate efforts by the Khmer Rouge to destroy any social institution or form of identity. While at a basic level these institutions have been rebuilt, decades of conflict have clearly resulted in a depleted stock of social capital.”27 Indeed, the rebuilding of civil society has had to contend with conflicting tenets of Cambodian society itself, which was not highly structured, focused primarily on the family, and lacked interest in forming outside associations. The Khmer Rouge further suppressed any impetus toward social organization, as under its exceptionally repressive rule, one could not trust one’s neighbor, friend, or even family member. This total lack of trust works against any kind of community organization and the “traumatically engraved passivity” adopted as a survival strategy is still inhibiting movement towards social participation and activism today.28

Despite these extraordinary disruptions, Cambodian civil society is gradually being reconstructed. This gradual change is perhaps the only possible way to nurture such a delicate process and ensure it is sustainable. NGOs aid in the process by serving as advocates for the people to the government and spreading awareness among the people about the opportunities they have available to them in their newly democratic society. The ability of NGOs to “facilitate[e]...understanding of the dynamics that mediate access to food, education and decision-making processes...can yet provide the key to more meaningful grassroots development work in Cambodia.”29

As discussed earlier, NGOs can use their unique relationship with the government to speak for the people. They have the capacity to inform the government and donor agencies of economic and
social changes at the grassroots level, and ensure the issues of the most impoverished receive attention at the policy-making level. NGOs are a useful channel between government and people, and can serve to enforce government accountability for its actions. An example of the success of NGO advocacy could be seen in 2000, when “due in part to advocacy initiatives of NGOs and local communities, the government undertook an alternative management strategy over the fishery resources and handed over control of local fishing grounds to village-level communities.”

Despite still-constrained participation, there are encouraging signs of the strengthening of civil society, with evidence in post-UNTAC Cambodia of “social reconstruction, including important efforts addressed to the resurrection of village-based social structures” by NGOs. There are also an increasing number of local NGOs and community groups, in addition to the presence of a dynamic and determined press. Civil society has been aided by the growth of the garment industry and unions that developed along with it. The best approach NGOs can take is tackling the issue from the bottom up, attempting to rebuild trust and reintroduce long-term planning at the village level.

Unfortunately, “civil society in Cambodia cannot be disassociated with the prevalent patronage system which will seek inroads to influence emergent venues that can kindle alternative social organisations.” NGOs are often unconsciously guilty of preserving exactly the kind of hierarchy and patron-client relationships that need to be dismantled in order for civil society to function well. Issue has been taken with the way NGOs address poverty:

Villagers, especially the very poor, readily relinquish power and responsibility to people perceived as having something to offer them (i.e. development practitioners); development assistance is bound to be paternalistic, dependence-creating, and non-developmental, if based on a relationship where a practitioner delivers a service to the “victim” (the poor)...NGO workers...inadvertently perpetuate hierarchical relations by unconsciously assuming positions of power.
Obviously the poor need services, but NGOs need to create systems by which villagers take responsibility for their well-being rather than relying on outside generosity. Although well-intentioned, such charity is not a viable, sustainable approach. The reinstated King Sihanouk is guilty of this as well, as most of his post-UNTAC efforts were charity-oriented rather than geared toward assuming the position of an effective advocate for the Cambodian people's long-term welfare. Instead, his actions, grounded in the short-term, bolstered traditional Cambodian customs of submission to authority.\textsuperscript{36} This was a trend in the post-UNTAC period as countries fell over themselves to provide aid to Cambodia, and the Cambodian government struggled to ingratiate itself to the people. The intense attention to the situation in Cambodia prompted “public displays of charity or ‘good works’ [which] became a prominent part of the post-UNTAC political process, including through such political largesse as handouts to the poor and construction of ‘personally financed’ schools and clinics. Such practice only reinforced traditional patron-client relationships and contributed little to necessary efforts toward increased self-reliance.”\textsuperscript{37}

NGOs often face difficulties within their own organizations as well. Often, their goals and objectives are not clearly formulated, and not understood by members of their staff, who may not be fully qualified. In addition, some members of NGO staffs do not clearly understand their role in development and how they can most effectively promote activity that strengthens development. In many cases they do not appreciate the difference between providing a service versus enabling a community-based organization to provide a service.\textsuperscript{38} Beyond being unsure of what exactly they are supposed to be carrying out, NGOs have also been guilty of paying lip service to supporting local NGOs and community groups without actually doing so. Part of the problem with this lack of follow-up is insufficient or poorly managed planning, especially for crucial proposals for building local capacity and supporting local institutions.\textsuperscript{39}

Local NGOs have a plethora of obstacles to work through as well. They are characterized by “a poor understanding of development matters; lack training in project management, planning and monitoring; face financial difficulties; and have inadequate
experience [and a] scarcity of qualified Cambodians to run and administer development projects.” In order to be fully effective, NGOs will have to ensure that their development goals are clearly understood at all levels of implementation, and have a clear picture of what it is they are working toward. According to “a study done by Mansfield...[among] the most frequently cited reasons for success...[was]...good management, expressed by having clear planning, policies and job descriptions, capable and committed leaders, and transparency.” NGOs need to have clear, sustainable platforms. International NGOs will also need to work towards improving the situations of local NGOs by helping them with their infrastructure.

International and local NGOs both must deal with the ever-present concern of finding sufficient funding for their activities. Most NGOs depend heavily on donor funds, and this presents the problem of having to carry out the donor’s wishes instead of what actually might benefit the community most; in this scenario, NGOs become mere conduits for donor funding and serve as an instrument for the donor. A gap exists between the agenda of NGOs in the field and that of the officials making the decisions. In order to get the funding, NGOs often bend to the will of the donor. Some donors understand their role in providing resources and expertise but not necessarily detailed guidance. However, more commonly, donors become too focused on their own agendas and objectives, akin to micromanaging, to the detriment of development goals and approaches that might be identified by local communities. Naturally, local entities would defer to a donor’s agenda in order to receive access to resources. This problem manifested itself after the UNTAC operation when it became evident that local agencies had difficulty developing their own unique approaches to development problems because they were accustomed to following a direction set by donor agencies rather than collaboratively generating a “unique development vision.” In addition, this means that “the national NGOs that have emerged since 1993 have been professional service delivery or advocacy organizations which owe their existence more to support from donor and international organizations than to the outgrowth of grassroots association based on occupation or local-
ity.” This suggests that the civil society forming in Cambodia has been imposed from the outside, which is not ideal. In order for civil society to endure, it must come from the people themselves.

Post-UNTAC, Cambodia still faces many daunting dilemmas. Not least among them is the persistent and entrenched violence in Cambodian society, which manifests itself in various forms, including political and domestic violence and sexual exploitation. This violence, along with deep-seated and rampant corruption at all levels of government, is a huge impediment toward progress in the realm of economic development and political reform. Sustainable reform in both the economic and political realms appears to have remained out of the reach of the country. In addition, 52 percent of Cambodia’s population is below the age of 18. The day when they enter a labor market with no room to accommodate them is not far off. This is not to say progress has not been made, just that economic progress to date might be insufficient to meet future needs. The process of reestablishing civil society must be a continuous, accessible one. It requires ongoing participation from members of Cambodian society, and high levels of cooperation between NGOs themselves, the government, and the people. As Boli and Thomas write, “The opportunity for INGOs to expand their role is greater than ever, both to influence state policies and to bypass states altogether in seeking solutions to world-culturally defined problems.” NGOs can help seek these solutions by aiding the Cambodian people in rediscovering their traditions, rebuilding their society, empowering them, and adapting the system to integrate, not exploit, their culture.

NGOs’ strength lies in their ability to work effectively at the grassroots level, organizing people and facilitating action that will eventually lead to their sustainable participation and investment in Cambodia’s development. NGOs have “demonstrated the concern, flexibility and experience to respond to humanitarian needs, to manage development projects and contribute to policy formation.” These strengths are best utilized in the creation of an indigenous civil society, not one imposed from the international community, especially relevant in a country where civil society has been traditionally weak and further diminished by warfare. NGOs must
be aware of their weaknesses and of their tendency to be blinded by working towards a goal for the sake of reaching it. They must always be cognizant of the society they are working in, and constantly strive towards closing the gap between what is theoretically possible and what is in reality truly practical.\textsuperscript{50} NGOs are in the best position possible to assist in the resurrection of a civil society buried by years of war, famine, loss, and untold sorrow.
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NOTES FROM ABROAD
The dark blue of my US passport stands out against the green West Bank IDs and the gray-blue of Jerusalem IDs. Our bus has been stopped, a routine occurrence especially during the heightened security resulting from the concurrence of the Muslim holy month of Ramadan with the high holy days of the Jewish calendar. Everyone on the bus holds up their IDs for the soldier to see. The Israeli soldier is young, younger than me. His automatic rifle doesn’t quite fit between the seats, so he turns sideways as he checks the IDs. The Palestinian teenager sitting next to me watches me out of the corners of his eyes. He knows, as I do, that there is more than a color difference between our IDs. Mine makes me different. Here, even with the soldier’s gun bumping against my thigh, I am in a position of relative power. Here, a soldier might ask me “Where are you from?” or “Are you just visiting?” But I won’t be made to stand on the sidewalk for hours. I won’t be turned back. I will go on my way, for now.

Learning Arabic in Palestine leaves me and other internationals here with a unique vocabulary list. The words for occupation, settler, and the Wall are not common textbook fare, but are as practical here as greetings and directions. By far one of the most im-
important words in the Palestinian vocabulary is *hawiyya*—the word for identity card. Palestinian friends have told me of the panic of having a purse stolen with their *hawiyya* inside, and of the gripping fear that comes with having your *hawiyya* taken out of your sight, as I see happening from the bus. Young men line up along the wall, watching the soldier as he takes their *hawiyya* away. Sometimes, people have their IDs confiscated, and are left without rights, without freedom of movement and access. Without identity.

Such is the violent absurdity of life in East Jerusalem, and of life in Occupied Territory. The image of all those IDs, held up for scrutiny, drives home more firmly than any textbook ever could the divisions along identity lines that characterize the vast majority of modern conflict zones. These divisions are everywhere here in Israel-Palestine, where I am serving as an intern with the Board of Global Ministries of the United Methodist Church. My work here is with the Sabeel Ecumenical Liberation Theology Center, which works on issues of ecumenicism, interfaith cooperation, and peace and social justice among the Palestinian Christian community. Among this community—and everywhere in this land that so many have called holy, and have fought and bled and died over—the struggle for identity lies just below the surface of every aspect of life.

There are the obvious divisions—the looming concrete monstrosity of the Wall, cutting Bethlehem off from Jerusalem, smashing through neighborhoods and cutting people off from their land as it worships the gods of demographics and land grabs; the armed checkpoints; the different colors and types of IDs, separating West Bank residents from Palestinian Jerusalemites from Israeli Arabs from Israeli Jews; the conflicts over ‘holy’ sites and access to the Old City. And there are the hidden tensions: the underlying struggle for whose narrative gets to be told, whose history recognized, whose suffering memorialized, whose dispossession granted reparation.

It is difficult to hold on to a sense of perspective in the midst of this silent—and not so silent—battle for identity. John Paul Lederach, a conflict transformation practitioner and one of the leading experts on peacebuilding and reconciliation, identifies the drawing of sharp identity lines as a foremost characteristic of violent conflict:
Cycles of violence are often driven by tenacious requirements to reduce complex history into dualistic polarities that attempt to both describe and contain social reality in artificial ways. People, communities, and most specifically choices about ways they will respond to situations and express views of the conflict are forced into either-or categories. We are right. They are wrong. We were violated. They are the violators. We are liberators. They are oppressors. Our intentions are good. Theirs are bad. History and the truth of history is most fully comprehended by our view. Their view of history is biased, incomplete, maliciously untruthful, and ideologically driven. You are with us or against us.

Lederach’s proposed remedy is the cultivation of a moral imagination that will allow peacemakers to transcend dualistic polarities, view relationships as central to conflict and peace, and respond creatively in situations of great risk. He never claims this as a simple task—indeed, he identifies the ability to grasp the underlying simplicity of a situation while simultaneously viewing its complexity as one of the foremost challenges of building peace—and there is nothing simple or mathematical about challenging dualistic polarities in situations of great injustice.

I have seen the demolished ruins of Palestinian houses that are considered ‘illegal’ by the Occupation, and are thus destroyed over and over again. I have heard of just how impossible it is for Palestinians in East Jerusalem and the West Bank to get a building permit. I have seen olive trees older than the country of my birth cut down or ripped up in the name of land ownership and ‘national security.’ I have had friends attacked by settlers who are driven by an exclusivist and nationalistic religious ideology. I have stood at the checkpoints, have seen the humiliation and have felt the frustration. I have seen the ugly face of Occupation—and what I have seen pales in comparison to what others have seen and experienced. It makes you want to scream. It makes you want to forget the humanity of the people doing this to you and to your friends. It makes you want to see the other as a faceless menace with a machine gun and a bulldozer, not as a human being with a family and a story and dreams and thoughts and hopes.
So it hurts, sometimes, to wonder: what is the story of that soldier? What is he thinking? Does he want to be wearing his uniform and carrying his gun? Is he merely fulfilling his service requirement? What is his name? Where is he from?

Who are we, inside this microcosm of conflict?

People. People with stories. Behind the history, and the security, and the fear, and the anger, and the hate, and the prejudice, and the occupation, there are so many stories. Those who desire to be peacemakers are called to witness, that is, to listen and to experience and to share. It is difficult to be a faithful witness in this land of so many narratives, clawing at each other. There is a joint project between a group of Israeli and Palestinian educators here, in which a history book is written in three columns. The one column is the Israeli narrative, the other is the Palestinian. The middle is blank, for students to write their own story—the hopeful way of thinking about it. But some days, it feels like the purpose of the middle column is to keep the other two columns apart, to be a buffer, because even the words would rip each other to pieces if they had the chance.

It is sometimes difficult to understand how people can call this place the Holy Land. But perhaps it is not so incongruous that the Holy Land is a land of deep division and violence. In respect to all the pilgrims from many faiths who come here, I rarely experience holiness in terms of stones and tourist sites. The holy sites of this world are the people who are hurting. The occupied people, the displaced people, the people wounded by their past, by collective memory of genocide and pogrom, by collective memory of forced removal from their homes—a cycle of hurting each other to try to cleanse the wounds of the past—these holy sites are all over this land and all over this world.

At Sabeel, we strive to create community among Palestinian Christians, but we also work for cooperation and justice and peace across identity lines. People often ask what I think of the two-state solution or the one-state solution, or what my impression is of this meeting or that peace conference or of this politician or that statement. These are honest questions, and important questions, but in
large part they miss the true purpose of peacebuilding. If a political settlement is reached here, then the work is not finished—it has barely begun. The hard work remains. There is no peace accord, no political agreement among elites that can heal these divisions between people. There is no shortcut to reconciliation that can bypass those who have been hurt and divided for so long. There is nothing but the long, hard, frustrating, and mainly unquantifiable work of reconciliation that can make hawiyya cease to matter, and recover the deep interdependence at the center of our humanity.

There is no easy way to destroy the false identities of violence and to recover our true identities, as people who belong to each other.

Working for peace here, and in the rest of our dysfunctional global community, requires faith—what the anonymous epistle writer, so many years ago, called “the assurance of things hoped for, the conviction of things not seen.” May we have faith. May we continue to hope and to work for justice, for peace, and for reconciliation—even when they are things unseen.

ENDNOTES

1 The views and opinions presented here are those of the author and do not necessarily reflect those of the United Methodist Church, the General Board of Global Ministries, or the Sabeel Ecumenical Liberation Theology Center. For more on the Mission Intern program, see http://new.gbgm-umc.org/work/youth/. To learn more about the work of Sabeel, visit www.sabeel.org.
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India has feet and wheels and wings. Sometimes its feet don’t wear shoes. Sometimes its wheels roll one day into the next. And sometimes its wings are the source of incredible hope. I sometimes feel like I live in three separate worlds in India. All three call Bhuj their home.

I boarded a train in New Delhi and headed 27 hours west, where the tracks end. I arrived in Bhuj, the district capitol of Kachchh, Gujarat. Kachchh protrudes into the Arabian Sea like a set of lips. It is the western-most tip of India. Kachchh’s desert, known as the Great Rann, is vast, harsh, and largely uninhabited. For generations, the region has been home to distinct nomadic communities whose traditional work of animal husbandry and craft have worked together to form a rich economic and cultural tapestry. Kachchh is renowned for its diversity, which is expressed through generations-old craft traditions which have become a predominant source of local livelihoods. It is a place unlike any in the world. I was placed here through an American India Foundation Fellowship. It has come to feel like home.
My small purple apartment is squeezed into a row of colorful cement homes on a dusty street in Bhuj. Cows wander freely and neighbors wander casually into my house to watch my attempts to cook Gujarati, speak Gujarati, and live Gujarati. Though 300,000 people live in Bhuj, it feels like a small town. It feels like rural India.

I work at KHAMIR Craft Resource Centre, a craft-based NGO located on a campus in the arid plains surrounding Bhuj. KHAMIR works to revitalize Kachchh’s craft industry by addressing the inherent challenges of each craft sector, repositioning craft vis-à-vis the global marketplace, and preserving the deep-rooted traditions which are an integral part of craft livelihoods. My work is to develop a documentation service point for the artisans with whom we work. Living and working in Bhuj is both inspiring and challenging. Every day, the contrasts between India’s feet, wheels and wings teach me about India’s complexities and about the realities of international development work.

**FEET**

In November, a pilgrimage began. This is India on foot. Every year, pilgrims from across India walk hundreds of kilometers across Kachchh (sometimes starting as far away as Mumbai) to an Ashapura temple believed to have been built by the Hindu Mother Goddess herself. Orange flags wave \textit{Jai Mata Ji}, “Victory to the Mother,” into the hot desert air. Walking is a sign of devotion. I am in awe of the many pilgrims who leave their shoes at home and walk with bare feet as a sacrifice to the Goddess.

The end of my lane doubles as the place where the office jeep picks me up in the mornings as well as my neighborhood’s designated garbage dump. In the morning sun, I watch barefoot women and children with dusty clothes and matted hair piece through our garbage. They stuff plastic bottles and any other reusables into Santa sacks on their backs. It is slow, tedious and back-breaking work; just one example of the hard-working and heartbreaking feet of India.
“Lac turned” wood is one of Kachchh’s traditional crafts. Seated with a simple set of tools at their feet, artisans turn wood between two rods with a violin bow-like tool. They carve and shape the wood with a simple metal tool and decorate it with brightly colored insect resin called lac. The artisans, whose families have been practicing the craft for centuries, use their feet like an extra pair of hands. The wooden spoons, furniture legs, and boxes they create are stunning. It is incredible to witness the production of finely crafted kitchenware without electricity, machine, or even a table. The skilled hands and feet of India are making sustainable livelihoods.

The other day, a colleague told me that my feet are beginning to look like Indian feet. He is talking about the unavoidable cracks and calluses that give character to my soles. To avoid depression over India’s toll on my delicate Western body, I took the liberty of looking for a deeper meaning. When I first arrived, I struggled with India’s slow side, its feet. I was challenged to various extents by village poverty, “wasted” and “unproductive” time, and the labor intensive nature of living here. I realize that I now see things differently. The last six months have taught me to take slow steps. Each step, with increasingly Indian feet, has been a teacher. There is a lot to learn as India continues its slow steps forward.

***

WHEELS
***

There are two wheels in Kachchh that are both symbolically and economically important: the spinning wheel and the potter’s wheel. These wheels represent India’s inherent wisdom, traditions, and grassroots economy. The spinning wheel is a symbol of Indian nationalism and pride. Gandhi used it to remind India of its rural capacities. Despite the prolific supply of machine-spun yarns, Kachchh weavers continue the generations-old tradition of hand-spinning local sheep wool. In Hindu mythology Bhrama, the Creator of the Universe, made a clay model of man into which he
breathed life. Thus the Indian potter is called Prajapati, the creator of man. In Kachchh, the potter sculpts local clay into environmentally sustainable earthenware: the potter’s wheel is his tool.

I buy vegetables from the man who calls “Awooooooah!” between 8:45 and 9:15 every morning. He pushes a cart down my lane as women pour out of their homes to poke and prod the morning’s fresh produce. This vegetable vendor’s work is exemplary of India’s vibrant wheeled economy which brings supply to the homes of demand. A steady stream of house plants, kitchenware, and snacks are pushed through my lane: this week I was most impressed by the salesman who sharpens knives on an ingenious wheeled machine. Each salesman has a distinct call or beep to signal his presence. Their calls are a constant reminder that even the cottage industries of India’s economy are moving.

Only one road and one set of train tracks connect Kachchh to mainland India. Yet people, eager to work with the region’s many artisans, have been rolling in and out of Kachchh for decades. They bring innovative designs, technologies, and methods to access new markets. But without a long-term investment in the region, the wheels of buses and trains carry them away leaving little that can be sustained in their absence. This has been a challenge to both artisans and local NGOs. Through Kachchh NGOs, designers, water management specialists, consultants, and museum directors work with sustainability at the forefront in mind. Thanks to their efforts, trust and capacities are being built. Wheels can bring good ideas but sometimes they have to stop long enough to leave sustainable change behind.

Some days I feel like my work is on a perpetual wheel that turns in circles without moving forward. One day rolls into the next and I hardly have time to do laundry, let alone push through roadblocks, inefficiencies, and language barriers. Work in Bhuj has taught me that spinning wheels do eventually move forward. They are, it seems, the nature of this work. I now push myself a little farther than before, but I know that you can’t always push wheels. When they’re ready to move, they will. In the meantime, I work on patience.
Kachchh was the epicenter of the 2001 earthquake that shook Gujarat. The need to rebuild and overcome a devastating loss of life and infrastructure brought forth collaboration and a focus on the future of Kachchh’s livelihoods. Its people’s resilience has given Kachchh wings. These wings are taking a young generation of artisan entrepreneurs to new heights. They inspire young weavers to quit factory jobs and return to the work that has sustained their families for generations. They encourage craftswomen to submit their work for the national award for craftsmanship.

The Indian NGO sector is a vibrant and extremely well-connected network of movers and shakers. I would argue that the sector’s leaders not only know the challenges India faces but have already proposed creative solutions to address them. Dialogues and efforts to ensure democratic rights, give a voice to minorities, strengthen local and government capacities, and provide essential services are having an impact. I watch the sector uplift rural India on the wings of social change. While the implementation of ideas remains a challenge, I can’t help but be inspired by the ideas which are actively leading India closer to its greatest potential.

The international media spotlights Bangalore and India’s booming IT sector. While Americans fear that their jobs are flying to India, I sit in my office deleting the 140 viruses that we’ve been transporting on the office’s shared portable hard drive. The wings of change we read about aren’t reaching peripheral India. New market access, development, and investment have brought change to Kachchh. A big, red, art deco hotel in town is advertised as “World Class Luxury, Now in Bhuj,” but I wonder how many local families could afford to spend the night there. As clusters of Indian society fly sky high, I wait to see their impact on the rest of the country.
I experience the contrasts between India’s feet, wheels, and wings every day. The space between them is a source of frustration, confusion, and injustice. There are days when I feel like all hope is lost. There are also days when I feel that there is so much hope that I could spend the rest of my life working here. Having slowed down and stopped looking at my watch so much, I have developed a new understanding of time and change. While I am still challenged by poverty, India’s feet have taught me that it takes time to truly see and understand change. Because the wheels of change roll forward slowly, I am able to appreciate the efforts behind each step. And as India’s most needy grow wings, I find hope and an opportunity to contribute.
For centuries, the mysteries of the human mind have been researched and pondered. Though the search for the keys to unlock its secrets continues in our modern age, there is one certainty: mental processes are complex and have infinite potential. Since I started studying the mind, I have been told that therapeutic psychology is about helping people. I believe that when an individual is diagnosed with a mental illness, his or her treatment can be composed of a unique combination of therapeutic modalities and techniques. In order to gain perspective on the vast range of possibilities for helping those with a diagnosed mental illness, I compared two mental health facilities, one in the United States and one in The Netherlands. I spent many hours interacting with mental health professionals, facility administrators and patients at Akron General Medical Center in Akron, Ohio, and at De Geestgronden Psychiatric Hospital in Haarlem, The Netherlands to explore global and cultural perspectives on the subject of mental health and identify similarities and differences in terms of mental health disease and treatment.

Mental illness does not distinguish between sex, gender, religion, age, socioeconomic status, or culture. It can affect anyone.
However, before traveling to The Netherlands, I never considered culture to be one of the determinants of diagnosis and treatment of mental illness. I discovered that each culture has its own definition for culturally acceptable and unacceptable behavior. I saw firsthand abnormal functioning, relative to culture. Observing the ways that cultures deal with mental illness helped me realize that an infinite number of criterions exist for determining who should receive treatment. The United States and The Netherlands share similar cultural beliefs with regard to defining and treating mental illness. Both believe that many factors influence mental illness, and define mental illness as emotional and behavioral dysfunctions of thought which are associated with distress and/or impairment, leading to dysfunction in everyday life. Mental health professionals in both countries recommend ways for patients to reach their maximum abilities in order to function safely within their respective cultures. Regardless of the onset of the disorder, the maximum ability to function is estimated at the start of treatment. Evaluations of success and positive outcomes are based on progressive improvement during treatment.

According to the mental health professionals in both locations, inpatient hospitalization is the most aggressive treatment possible. Once admitted to the hospital, patients may reside there for a minimum of two weeks, but may stay their whole lives, depending on diagnostic severity, legal and safety issues and their individual diagnoses. Progress after the initial treatment offers the opportunity for adjusting treatments to less intense levels. Depending on the diagnosis and the severity of the mental illness, inpatient treatment may include antipsychotic medication and the use of restraints.

As I interacted with people in various stages of recovery at both institutions, it was apparent that some individuals diagnosed with a consistent and lasting mental disorder may only show limited improvement and therefore regular evaluation is warranted (e.g. weekly, monthly, and quarterly). At De Geestgronden, I observed the first formal psychiatric evaluation that a particular patient had had in two years. Sadly, little progress was made and the patient would need to be re-evaluated in two more years.

I witnessed treatment progress. The improved patients I saw had the opportunity to move to a less intense level of treatment. At
Akron General Medical Center, the individuals who made progress were recommended for the partial hospitalization program, which is also available at De Geestgronden. The partial program at both locations requires that patients spend 6 to 8 hours per day with mental health professionals in a structured hospital location. During treatment, I was side by side with mental health professionals who teach life skills that cover topics from nutrition to the importance of consistently taking medications.

In both countries, mental healthcare providers work toward the goal of getting individuals to function in the real world. After partial hospitalization, patients who showed marked improvement were excited to move to an outpatient program. I am sure that doctors feel rewarded when a patient in the outpatient program is nearly independent of the mental health facility. Similarly, patients must enjoy only having to visit the hospital one day per week for evaluation and treatment. Interestingly, in The Netherlands, I had the opportunity to go with doctors to see clients on their houseboats.

The main differences I observed in mental healthcare between the two countries stemmed from the accessibility of healthcare and the ability to pay. Citizens of The Netherlands have universal health insurance. Throughout the day, I interacted with homeless people who receive welfare which pays for health insurance. I noticed that health insurance plans are more standardized and the differences in quality of care are minimal. I did not see any private practice. Regardless of your socioeconomic status, quality treatment is available. Long-term care really is long-term.

However, in the United States people were treated and sent on their way. Many people receive only medication, with minimal or no other treatment. This system is more common because it appeases a wide variety of health insurance providers. Socioeconomic status also plays a role in the quality of care in the U.S., as individuals receive better quality of care simply on the basis of their economic resources. Quality care is not always available to the people who need it the most, as exemplified by the homeless people who go without treatment in the United States. I saw many people in treatment for their third or fourth time, which I was told increases cost in the long-term. Also, the presence of armed security guards was
a notable difference at Akron General. When I asked about security in the Dutch hospital, I received a confused look.

In The Netherlands, it was heartening to see that long-term in-patient care for chronic cases of mental illness is based on the idea of community. Surprisingly, though a generally structured residential facility exists, structured daily routines are not required. In the cases that I observed, there was little to no commitment in regard to a structured long-term treatment plan. Daily living options for long-term care that I took notice of included life skills training, information/educational sessions, community service, and arts and crafts. Long-term care and reimbursement for treatment were not issues. Community living in which patients are free to come and go from the property allowed for consistent monitoring. It was again apparent that mental health treatment depends on insurance companies and their individual countries’ policies regarding reimbursement of professionals.

Another notable difference in the U.S. was more structure in patients’ daily routines. For example, I spent time with patients in long-term treatment programs required to attend planned, structured events throughout the day as I accompanied doctors to group support meetings in addition to group and individual therapy sessions with clinical psychologists. At De Geestgronden, I met with one clinical psychologist in the inpatient treatment department. On the other hand, I discovered that group meetings and group therapy are major components in treatment facilities in the United States.

Though some specific differences do exist, the two systems share more similarities. Fundamentally, I learned that both countries view mental illness as a treatable disease that with proper care can allow affected persons to reach their maximum potential and improve their quality of life. I would encourage health professionals, and people in general, to explore familiar concepts through a different light or cultural perspective. After all, is it not what we ask individuals with mental illness to do but to explore life through a different light and perspective using treatment?
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